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PREMISE
The main result produced during the ECVET – HEALTH TOURISM project life-cycle (November 2012
– October 2014), is the definition and formalisation at European level (March 2014) of the
Memorandum of Understanding – MoU ECVET for the European qualification in the health
tourism sector, relating to the specific sectoral professional figures of Cosmetician, Fitnesswellness assistant, and Health-tourism manager, described in terms of learning outcomes (unit/s,
parts of unit/s, associated ECVET credit), and establishing the European correspondence for the
assessment, transfer, and accumulation processes of learning outcomes achieved in formal,
informal and non formal contexts.
In effect, at the aim of MoU ECVET enforcement at territorial and sectoral level, which is essential
to give to interested professionals and trainees the effective possibility to obtain putting in
transparency and recognition of acquired learning outcomes described by the MoU, it’s needed
that in each country it proceeds the process of MoU adhesion by competent and interested key
actors, started within the project with the adhesion of project partners and associated
organisations: representative and VET organisations, and also SMEs, of health tourism sector at
national, regional and local level (in Hungary Várnai Consulting Oktatási és Munkaerő-piaci
Szolgáltató Nonprofit Kft., International Wellness Institute Wellness – Fitness Oktatási Központ
and EFEB Üzleti Szakközépiskola; in Italy Aris Formazione e Ricerca Società Cooperativa; in
Romania COLEGIUL TEHNIC “TRAIAN VUIA”; in Slovakia Stredná odborná škola s vyučovacím
jazykom maďarským - Szakközépiskola), private association competent in health tourism matter at
national level (the Hungarian Magyar Egészségturizmus Marketing Egyesület) and also European
communication specialised organisations (the Belgian Diesis Coop scrl-fs).
The involvement in the MoU ECVET of new competent and/or interested key actors is strongly
needed because the will of them has a direct influence on the possibility and on the extension of
envisaged ECVET process: e.g., the participation of public institutions competent in VET will
determine the territorial extension of MoU provisions application, while the participation of
sectoral social partners and VET providers is fundamental to ensure to interested professionals
and trainees concrete opportunities of application of MoU provisions in terms of recognition and
certification of achieved related learning outcomes and ECVET credits, in compliance with national
and regional rules on certification ways and procedures, formal, non-formal and informal learning
validation, qualification bodies.
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MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING ECVET FOR THE EUROPEAN
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points).
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I. Introduction
Background to general context of MoU
The need for a continuous renewal of the citizens' knowledge, skills and competence is crucial for the EU's
competitiveness and social cohesion, and, in this respect, vocational education and vocational training have
a key contribution to make. However, complexity and a lack of cooperation between different
providers/authorities and between different national systems weaken its impact. These barriers hinder
individual citizens from accessing education and training and from combining and accumulating learning
outcomes achieved in different learning contexts. They make it difficult for citizens to move within the
European Vocational Education and Training (VET) area and the European labour market and to pursue
genuine lifelong learning without borders.
One of the main obstacles to attracting more interest in trans-national mobility as part of initial and
continuing vocational training and education is the difficulty in identifying, validating and recognising
learning outcomes acquired during a stay in another country. Furthermore lifelong learning is taking place
increasingly in different countries and in a wide variety of contexts, formal, non-formal and informal.
What is needed, therefore, is a way of enabling people to pursue their learning pathway by building on
their learning outcomes when moving from one learning context to another, and from one country to the
other.
One of the most important challenges to be faced is the diversity, even fragmentation of education, VET
and qualifications systems in Europe. A large number of qualifications and of different competent
institutions and actors may be involved. Their activities may include the definition of qualifications,
methods for assessing and validating learning, setting training objectives, determining the content of
learning outcomes, implementing training programmes. A wide range of providers may also be involved:
ministries, agencies, occupational sectors, companies, social partners, chambers, non-governmental
organisations, and so forth. In some cases, a national authority may accredit or empower training providers
or other actors to prepare and issue qualifications, points, etc. In other cases, these functions can be
devolved to the regional level, or to the providers.
Countries have a national framework defining levels of qualifications or a classification for these levels.
These frameworks may or may not be geared towards the organisation of education or training cycles.
Moreover, depending on the systems, qualifications may be obtained either after only one type of formal
training programme or following several kinds of learning processes.
The award of qualifications is based, in some systems, on the accumulation of units of learning outcomes
either associated with credit points (United Kingdom, Finland, Sweden…) or without credit points (France,
Spain…). Credit systems are sometimes developed within a broader qualifications framework (Scottish and
Welsh credit and qualifications framework) or designed for specific qualifications (IFTS system in Italy).
Furthermore, depending on the Country, there are many ways of using units and points for learning
outcomes and, in certain Countries different practices for the allocation of points for learning outcomes
may coexist.
Considering the diversity described above, common conventions and technical principles are required in
order to ensure mutual trust and to enable the transfer and recognition of learning outcomes in the
context of trans-national mobility.
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The Lisbon European Council in 2000 concluded that increased transparency of qualifications and lifelong
learning should be two of the main components in the efforts to adapt Europe's education and training
systems both to the demands of the knowledge society and to the need for an improved level and quality
of employment.
The 2002 Council Resolution on the promotion of enhanced European cooperation in VET (the
"Copenhagen Process") emphasised that giving priority to a system of credit transfer for VET was one of the
common measures needed in order to promote the transparency, comparability, transferability and
recognition of competence and/or qualifications, between different countries and at different levels.
In the 2004 Maastricht Communiqué, the Ministers responsible for VET, the Commission and the European
social partners agreed to give priority to the development and implementation of ECVET. This was
confirmed by the same group in the 2006 Helsinki Communiqué which calls further development of
common European tools namely ECVET.
On these basis, in 2009 was published the specific Recommendation of the European Parliament and of the
Council of 18 June 2009 on the establishment of a European Credit System for Vocational Education and
Training (ECVET).

Existing provisions for the MoU at European level
The ECVET common European tools belong to a series of European initiatives, including the European
Credit Transfer and Accumulation System (ECTS), Europass, the European Quality Charter for Mobility
(EQCM), the European principles for the identification and validation of non-formal and informal learning
and the European Qualification Framework for lifelong learning (EQF):
– ECTS was promoted by the Recommendation of the European Parliament and Council of 10 July 2001
on mobility within the Community for students, persons undergoing training, volunteers, teachers and
trainers, used in higher education. ECVET should be compatible with ECTS so as to enable bridging
vocational education and training and higher education.
– Europass was created by Decision No 2241/2004/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of
15 December 2004 on a single Community framework for the transparency of qualifications and
competences.
– The European principles for the identification and validation of non-formal and informal learning were
agreed in the form of Council Conclusions in 2004. The implementation of ECVET will take these
principles into account.
– EQCM was adopted through the Recommendation of the European Parliament and of the Council of 18
December 2006 on trans-national mobility within the Community for education and training purposes
(European Quality Charter for Mobility). It states in point 8 of its Annex that, when mobility is
undertaken by individuals, "participants should be provided with assistance to facilitate recognition and
certification" of learning outcomes. ECVET is intended to support the quality of individuals' mobility as
required by the above mentioned Recommendation.
– EQF was launched by the 2008 Recommendation of the European Parliament and of the Council on the
European qualification framework (EQF) as a reference tool for the comparison of qualification levels in
national qualifications systems and also in qualifications systems developed by international sectoral
organisations. ECVET will complement and build on common concepts and principles with the EQF.
Indeed, ECVET uses EQF as the reference level for qualifications.
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– Finally, the establishment of a European Credit System for Vocational Education and Training (ECVET)
was object of the Recommendation of the European Parliament and of the Council of 18 June 2009.
– “Since then, the focus has been on progressive implementation, with Member States encouraged to
create conditions that will allow ECVET to be employed for all learners in VET. In 2010, the European
Commission supported a second round of ECVET testing and experimentation activity, resulting in the
funding of a further 8 pilot projects, this time with a focus on national implementation. Additionally,
ECVET became a national priority under many of the funding actions within the Leonardo da Vinci
sectoral programme (one of four sectoral programmes that made up the European Commission’s
Lifelong Learning Programme 2007-2013).
– In 2011, a group of 14 agencies responsible for overseeing national implementation of the Lifelong
Learning Programme came together, under the leadership of the German national agency (NA BIBB), to
support geographical mobility practitioners that have started to work with ECVET: this network of
national agencies, known as NetECVET, is responsible for the production of the ... Toolkit.”1
– In 2011 CEDEFOP (European Centre for the Development of Vocational Training) published the Working
paper of European development of European Credit system for Vocational Education and Training
(ECVET). The Working paper was based on analysis of policy and research documents and on the results
of 45 interviews carried out between May and September 2011, gathering the views of more than 65
experts and members of the European ECVET Users Group.
– “In 2014, Member States, and the European Commission, are required to report to the European
Parliament and the Council on experiences gained and on implications for future ECVET
implementation, with a review of the Recommendation, and its technical annexes, also likely at this
point.”2
ECVET does not apply to the mutual recognition of qualifications in the area of regulated professions, as
that is ensured by Directive 2005/36/EC of 7 September 2005, because ECVET is not a tool for granting
rights to migrants in recognition of their qualifications acquired in one Member State with a view to
exercising a regulated profession in another Member State. In such a case, only the Directive imposes
legally binding obligations on Member States' authorities.

Definitions
For the purposes of the Memorandum of Understanding - MoU, the definitions which apply are the
following:
a) "Qualification": a formal outcome of an assessment and validation process which is obtained when a
competent institution determines that an individual has achieved learning outcomes to given
standards;
b) "Learning outcomes": statements of what a learner knows, understands and is able to do on
completion of a learning process and which are defined in terms of knowledge, skills and competence;
c) "Unit of learning outcomes" (unit): a component of a qualification, consisting of a coherent set of
knowledge, skills and competence, that can be assessed and validated;

1

http://www.ecvet-toolkit.eu/site/introduction/ecvethistoryandtimeline

2

http://www.ecvet-toolkit.eu/site/introduction/ecvethistoryandtimeline
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d) "Credit for learning outcomes" (Credit): individuals' set of learning outcomes which have been assessed
and which can be accumulated towards a qualification or transferred to other learning programmes or
qualifications;
e) "Competent institution": the institution which is responsible for designing and awarding qualification or
recognising units or other functions linked to ECVET, such as allocation of ECVET points to qualifications
and units, assessment, validation and recognition of learning outcomes, under the rules and practices
of participating countries;
f)

"Assessment of learning outcomes": methods and processes used to establish the extent to which a
learner has in fact attained particular knowledge, skills and competence;

g) "Validation of learning outcomes": the process of confirming that certain assessed learning outcomes
achieved by a learner correspond to specific outcomes which may be required for a unit or a
qualification;
h) "Recognition of learning outcomes": the process of attesting officially achieved learning outcomes
through the awarding of units or qualifications;
i)

"ECVET points": a numerical representation of the overall weight of learning outcomes in a qualification
and of the relative weight of units in relation to the qualification.

General and specific objectives of the MoU
According to the 2009 EU Recommendation, ECVET is a technical framework for the transfer, recognition
and, where appropriate, accumulation of individuals’ learning outcomes with a view to achieving a
qualification. ECVET tools and methodology comprise the description of qualifications in terms of units of
learning outcomes with associated points, a transfer and accumulation process and complementary
documents such as learning agreements, transcripts of records and ECVET users’ guides. ECVET is intended
to facilitate the recognition of learning outcomes in accordance with national legislation, in the framework
of mobility, for the purpose of achieving a qualification. It should be noted that ECVET does not imply any
new entitlement for citizens to obtain the automatic recognition of either learning outcomes or points. Its
application for a given qualification is in accordance with the legislation, rules and regulations applicable in
the Member States and is based on the following principles and technical specifications:
1. Units of learning outcomes: A unit is a component of a qualification, consisting of a coherent set of
knowledge, skills and competence that can be assessed and validated with a number of associated ECVET
points. A qualification comprises in principle several units and is made up of the whole set of units. Thus, a
learner can achieve a qualification by accumulating the required units, achieved in different countries and
different contexts (formal and, where appropriate, non-formal and informal), while respecting national
legislation relating to the accumulation of units and the recognition of learning outcomes. The units that
make up a qualification should be: — described in legible and understandable terms by referring to the
knowledge, skills and competences contained in them, — constructed and organised in a coherent way
with regard to the overall qualification, — constructed in a way that enables discrete assessment and
validation of learning outcomes contained in the unit. A unit may be specific to a single qualification or
common to several qualifications. The expected learning outcomes defining a unit may be achieved
irrespective of where or how these have been achieved. Thus, a unit is not to be confused with a
component of a formal learning programme or training provision. The rules and procedures for defining
characteristics of units of learning outcomes and for combining and accumulating units for a given
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qualification are defined by competent institutions and partners involved in the training process according
to the national or regional rules. The specifications for a unit should include: — the generic title of the unit,
— the generic title of the qualification (or qualifications) to which the unit relates, where applicable, — the
reference of the qualification according to the EQF level and, where appropriate, the national qualifications
framework (NQF) level, with the ECVET credit points associated with the qualification, — the learning
outcomes contained in the unit, — the procedures and criteria for assessment of these learning outcomes,
— the ECVET points associated with the unit, — the validity in time of the unit, where relevant.
2. Transfer and Accumulation of learning outcomes, ECVET partnerships: In ECVET, units of learning
outcomes achieved in one setting are assessed and then, after successful assessment, transferred to
another setting. In this second context, they are validated and recognised by the competent institution as
part of the requirements for the qualification that the person is aiming to achieve. Units of learning
outcomes can then be accumulated towards this qualification, in accordance with national or regional
rules. Procedures and guidelines for the assessment, validation, accumulation and recognition of units of
learning outcomes are designed by the relevant competent institutions and partners involved in the
training process. Credit transfer based on ECVET and applied to learning outcomes achieved in formal
learning contexts should be facilitated by establishing partnerships and networks involving competent
institutions, each of which is empowered, in their own setting, to award qualifications or units or to give
credit for achieved learning outcomes for transfer and validation. The establishment of partnerships aims
to: — provide a general framework of cooperation and networking between the partners, set out in
Memoranda of Understanding (MoU) through which a climate of mutual trust is established, — assist the
partners in the design of specific arrangements for credit transfer for learners. The MoU should confirm
that the partners: — accept each other's status as competent institutions, — accept each other's quality
assurance, assessment, validation and recognition criteria and procedures as satisfactory for the purposes
of credit transfer, — agree the conditions for the operation of the partnership, such as objectives, duration
and arrangements for review of the MoU, — agree on the comparability of qualifications concerned for the
purposes of credit transfer, using the reference levels established by EQF, — identify other actors and
competent institutions that may be involved in the process concerned and their functions. For applying
ECVET to learning outcomes achieved in a non-formal and informal learning context or outside the
framework of an MoU, the competent institution which is empowered to award qualifications or units or to
give credit should establish procedures and mechanisms for the identification, validation and recognition of
these learning outcomes through the award of the corresponding units and the associated ECVET points.
3. Learning agreement and personal transcript: For applying credit transfer involving two partners and a
specific mobile learner, a learning agreement is concluded by the two competent institutions involved in
the training and validation process and the learner, in the framework of an MoU. It should: — distinguish
between competent ‘home’ and ‘hosting’ institutions (the ‘home’ institution is the institution which will
validate and recognise learning outcomes achieved by the learner; the ‘hosting’ institution is the one that
delivers training for the learning outcomes concerned and assesses the achieved learning outcomes), —
specify the particular conditions for a period of mobility, such as the identity of the learner, the duration of
the mobility period, learning outcomes expected to be achieved and the associated ECVET points. The
learning agreement should lay down that, if the learner has achieved the expected learning outcomes and
these have been positively assessed by the ‘hosting’ institution, the ‘home’ institution should validate and
recognise them as part of the requirements for a qualification, according to the rules and procedures
established by the competent institution. Transfer between partners can apply to learning outcomes
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achieved in formal and, where appropriate, non-formal and informal contexts. Thus, the transfer of credit
for achieved learning outcomes has three stages:
— the ‘hosting’ institution assesses the learning outcomes achieved and awards credit to the learner; the
learning outcomes achieved and the corresponding ECVET points are recorded in a learner's ‘personal
transcript’ (document which details the learners’ assessed learning outcomes, units and ECVET points
awarded),
— the ‘home’ institution validates the credit as a suitable record of the learner's achievement,
— the ‘home’ institution then recognises the learning outcomes that have been acquired; this recognition
gives rise to the award of the units and their corresponding ECVET points, according to the rules of the
‘home’ system.
Validation and recognition by the competent ‘home’ institution depend on the successful assessment of
learning outcomes by the competent ‘hosting’ institution, in accordance with the agreed procedures and
quality assurance criteria.
4. ECVET points: ECVET points provide complementary information about qualifications and units in
numerical form. They have no value independent of the acquired learning outcomes for the particular
qualification to which they refer and they reflect the achievement and accumulation of units. To enable a
common approach for the use of ECVET points, a convention is used according to which 60 points are
allocated to the learning outcomes expected to be achieved in a year of formal full time VET. In ECVET the
allocation of points usually has two phases: ECVET points are allocated first to a qualification as a whole
and then to its units. For a given qualification, one formal learning context is taken as a reference and, on
the basis of the convention the total number of points is assigned for that qualification. From this total,
ECVET points are then allocated to each unit according to their relative weight within the qualification. For
qualifications which do not have a formal learning pathway reference, ECVET credit points can be allocated
through estimation by comparison with another qualification which has a formal reference context. To
establish the comparability of the qualifications, the competent institution should refer to the equivalent
EQF level or, possibly, NQF level, or to the similarity of the learning outcomes in a closely related
professional field. The relative weight of a unit of learning outcomes, with regard to the qualification,
should be established according to the following criteria or to a combination thereof:
— the relative importance of the learning outcomes which constitute the unit for labour market
participation, for progression to other qualification levels or for social integration,
— the complexity, scope and volume of learning outcomes in the unit,
— the effort necessary for a learner to acquire the knowledge, skills and competence required for the
unit.
The relative weight of any given unit common to several qualifications, as expressed in ECVET points, may
vary from one of these qualifications to another. Allocations of ECVET points are normally part of the
design of qualifications and units. They are produced by the competent institution responsible for the
design and maintenance of the qualification or specifically empowered for this task. In countries where
there is already a national system of points, the relevant competent institutions establish arrangements for
the conversion of national credit points to ECVET points.
The successful achievement of a qualification or of a unit triggers the award of the associated ECVET points,
independently of the actual time required to achieve them. Usually the transfer of a unit entails the
transfer of the corresponding ECVET points so that they are included when the transferred learning
outcomes are recognised, in accordance with national or regional rules. It is up to the competent institution
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to reconsider, where necessary, the ECVET points to be taken into account, as long as the rules and
methodologies which are laid down for this purpose are transparent and underpinned by quality assurance
principles. Any qualification acquired through non-formal or informal learning for which a formal learning
pathway reference can be identified, and the corresponding units, carry the same ECVET points as the
reference, since the same learning outcomes are being achieved.
The “ECVET - HEALTH-TOURISM” multilateral project of transfer of innovation (MP ToI), which is underway
within the sectoral programme Leonardo da Vinci of the EU Lifelong Learning Programme 2007-13, was
designed to achieve the general objectives mentioned above whit particular reference to the health
tourism sector, focussing on putting in transparency and recognition of competences of following sectoral
professional figures: the Cosmetician, the Health tourism manager, and the Fitness/wellness assistant.
The project is financed within the priority 5 “ECVET for transparency and recognition of learning outcomes
and qualifications” (LEO-TraInno-11) of the Leonardo da Vinci MP ToI projects 2012 call, and as such it is
aimed to apply the European tools and frameworks EQF and ECVET to put in transparency and recognise
across Europe the learning outcomes and the qualifications of the concerned professional figures in the
health tourism sector, particularly through the establishment of a MoU ECVET defining the qualification
field in terms of learning outcomes, mapping it onto the EQF via national qualifications frameworks and
systems, designing qualification in transferable units of learning outcomes with allocation of credit points,
and by means of its enforcement (Learning Agreements, Credits Awarding, Transfer Validation and
Accumulation) through related VET programmes with flexible devices for validation, transfer and
recognition of learning outcomes achieved in formal, informal and non formal contexts, also mainstreaming
and multiplying these results.
The project Consortium and associated partnership includes important representative and VET
organisations, and also SMEs, of health tourism sector at national, regional and local level (in Hungary,
Várnai Consulting Oktatási és Munkaerő-piaci Szolgáltató Nonprofit Kft, International Wellness Institute,
EFEB Üzleti Szakközépiskola; in Italy, Aris Formazione e Ricerca Società Cooperativa and Consorzio Itaca; in
Romania, COLEGIUL TEHNIC “TRAIAN VUIA”; in Slovakia, Stredná odborná škola s vyučovacím jazykom
maďarským), public institutions competent in health tourism matter at national level (in particular, in
Hungary, Magyar Egészségturizmus Marketing Egyesület) and also European communication specialised
organisations (the Belgian Diesis Coop scrl-fs).
The project is aimed to the organisation and realisation of the 4 fundamental steps of the ECVET process:
- Phase 1 - Establishment of the European Partnership: to establish the correspondence between
qualifications (units and credit units) and the learning outcomes interested by the transfer, as well as
the evaluation, transfer and validation (units/unit parts), the project partners, the social partners of the
health tourism sector and the public institutions competent in VET, health, and tourism matter at the
different levels of the participating Countries will undersign this Memorandum of Understanding –
MoU ECVET;
- Phase 2 - Learning Agreements ECVET: definition and signature (by professionals and trainees
interested to recognition of concerned professional qualifications, by related enterprises and by
concerned VET providers) of the individual Learning Agreements ECVET describing, in compliance with
the MoU, the training process in formal, informal and non formal contexts, and the related ECVET
credits to be obtained to gain the qualification;
- Phase 3 - ECVET Credits Awarding: awarding to the involved professionals and trainees, by the
concerned VET providers at the end of the training process, of the ECVET credits related to verified
learning outcomes, utilising Europass Certificate Supplement;
- Phase 4 - Transfer, validation and accumulation of the awarded ECVET credits in the sectoral and
territorial VET systems involved in the MoU, in compliance with national and regional rules on
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certification ways and procedures, formal, non-formal and informal learning validation, qualification
bodies.
As yet, the project implementation process has been centred on the preparation of the useful
documentation at the aim of the Memorandum of Understanding – MoU signing, particularly the design of
qualifications of Cosmetician, Health tourism manager, and Fitness/wellness assistant, defined in a shared
way starting from a perimeter of professional figures operating in health tourism professional field in
participating Countries, and following the strategies, activities and tools to be used by the partners to
activate and develop the ECVET process, defined on the basis of best practices collected, analysed and
selected for ECVET process in tourism and in other sector.
In particular, the project activities has until now allowed the definition of a trans-national document,
shared by all the participating European partners, which describes in terms of activities, tasks, skills and
knowledge, units of learning outcomes and correspondence between units and associated credit points,
the professional qualifications of Cosmetician, Health tourism manager, and Fitness/wellness assistant (see
Appendix 1 of this MoU).

II. Form and content of the MoU
Participants
The MoU is an agreement open to all the interested organisations and in particular to public authorities
competent in VET, health and tourism, to social partners and VET providers operating in health tourism
sector and to other interested Parties, to implement the MoU at European, national, regional, local and
sectoral level, starting from the partners of the Leonardo da Vinci ToI project “ECVET – HEALTH TOURISM”
and by the organisation adhering and collaborating to this.

Purpose of the MoU
For applying ECVET in the participating Countries to learning outcomes achieved in formal, non-formal and
informal learning context particularly for the health tourism sector, in particular for the professional figures
operating as Cosmetician, Fitness-wellness assistant and Health-tourism manager, this MoU establishes
that each participant:
- accepts each other’s status as interested actors and/or competent institutions;
- accepts each other's quality assurance, assessment, validation and recognition criteria and procedures
as satisfactory for the purposes of credit transfer;
- agrees the conditions for the operation of the partnership, such as objectives, duration and
arrangements for review of the MoU;
- agrees on the comparability of qualification concerned for the purposes of credit transfer, using EQF to
establish the reference levels;
- identifies other actors and competent institutions that may be involved in the process concerned and
their functions;
Project No. 2012-1-HU1-LEO05-05823
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Ratification and effectiveness of the MoU
This MoU has been duly executed and signed by an official representative of each of signatories. MoU shall
come into effect for each party from the date of its signature.
This MoU and its Appendixes shall be executed in English and in the national languages of the signatories.
This MoU includes two Appendixes:
- Appendix 1, describing in terms of activities, tasks, skills and knowledge, units of learning outcomes
and correspondence between units and associated credit points, the professional qualifications of
Cosmetician, Fitness-wellness assistant Health-tourism manager;
- Appendix 2, meant to outline the mechanisms for the implementation of the MoU.
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III. Appendixes
Appendix 1: The new European qualifications established by MoU: Cosmetician,
Fitness-wellness assistant and Health-tourism manager
Activities, tasks, knowledge, skills, competences, learning outcomes units characterising
the professional qualifications, and correspondence between units and associated ECVET
credit points
Section A – Common European competences (Activities, tasks, knowledge, skills, competences, learning outcomes
units and ECVET credit points) transversal to the qualifications of Cosmetician, Fitness-wellness assistant and Health
tourism manager
Section B – Common European competences (Activities, tasks, knowledge, skills, competences, learning outcomes
units and ECVET credit points) specific for each one of the qualifications of Cosmetician, Fitness-wellness assistant,
and Health-tourism manager
- Cosmetician
- Fitness-wellness assistant
- Health-tourism manager
Section C –Specific territorial (national/regional) competences for the qualifications of Cosmetician, Fitness-wellness
assistant and Health-tourism manager
-

Hungarian Addendum

-

Italian Addendum

-

Belgian Addendum

-

Slovakian Addendum

-

Romanian Addendum

ECVET Credit Points Recapitulation Table
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1. Section A – Common European competences transversal to the main professional figures
A common European competence area transversal to the three concerned figures;

15

Activity Areas

Activities

Tasks

Knowledge

Skills

Competences

Learning
Outcomes Units

Occupational
health and
safety

European
occupational
safety and
health
directives
and its
annexes, and
local
requirements

Keep and
maintain a safe
and healthy
work
environment
meeting the
European and
local
occupational
health and
safety
standards.
Taking part in
business and
economic
activities of a
business
enterprises

Theoretical
knowledge of
European and
country specific
occupational safety
and health
directives and
annexes as a part of
on the job training

Practical skills
to apply the
European and
country
specific
occupational
safety and
health
directives and
annexes

Able to keep and apply on
the job the required
European and country
specific occupational safety
and health standards.

Able to identify, contain
and eliminate the specific
occupational and safety
hazards
Able to elevate the issues
on the proper level the
occurred incidents and
safety risks

Knowledge of
European Business
Competence*
Licence - EBC*L:
Business objectives
and management
ratios

Entrepreneurs
hip
Skills of
initiative
Numerical
thinking
Analytical skills

Understand the most
important objectives of a
company
Able to read and
understand annual financial
statements (balance sheet,
profit and loss account) in

Business and
economic area

Business and
economic in
a business
enterprises

Relate
d
ECVET
credit
points

2

Able to use EBC*L
competencies in practice
2
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Accounting
Costing and pricing
Business law

principle and draw first
conclusions
Understand and able to
explain the objectives and
basic structure of cost
accounting and profit
centre accounting, and give
reasons why cost
awareness and
entrepreneurial thinking are
necessary.
Understand and able to
explain the characteristics,
advantages and
disadvantages of the
principal
legal forms of business
organisation

Project No. 2012-1-HU1-LEO05-05823
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2. Section B – Common European competences (activities, tasks, knowledge, skills, competences, units of learning outcomes and ECVET
credit points) specific for each one of the main professional figures (including the informal /and non-formal learning)
Three common European competence areas, everyone specific for each figure;

17

Cosmetician
Activity
Areas

1. Face
care

Activities

1.1 Editing
eyelashes
and
eyebrows

Tasks

1.1.1
Preparation

1.1.2 Eyebrow
shaping

Knowledge

Skills

Competences

Learning
Outcomes Units

• to know how to select
prepare and use tools,
equipment and products
for editing eyelashes and
eyebrows
• to know relevant
chapters of human
anatomy and physiology,
dermatology and Health
Sciences
• method of eyebrow
shaping
•technique of
application

•theoretical
and practical preparatory

•to adapt the use of the
equipment for editing
eyelashes and eyebrows
• method, technique of
application
•to evaluate the use of
products
•to adapt the knowledge in
practice

•understand how to
prepare the treatment and
the importance of adapting
theoretical and practical
knowledge in the
procedure

•to adapt the method of
eyebrow shaping
•to use forming techniques
•to understand how to adapt
the use of techniques to suit

•be able to carry out the
procedure

•theoretical
and practical shaping,
application

Relate
d
ECVET
credit
points

2

3
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Activity
Areas

Activities

Tasks

Knowledge

Skills

Competences

Learning
Outcomes Units

Relate
d
ECVET
credit
points

different face types

1.1.3
Dyeing/tinting

1.1.4 Sticking

1.2 Facial
hair
1.2.1
discoloratio
Preparation
n, removal,
depilation

• method of
dyeing/tinting
•technique of
application

•theoretical
and practical dyeing/tinting

• method of sticking
•technique of
application

•theoretical
and practical application
skills

• to know how to select
prepare and use tools,
equipment and products
for facial hair
discoloration, removal,
depilation
• to know relevant

•theoretical
and practical preparatory

•to adapt the method of
dyeing/tinting
•to use dyeing/tinting
techniques
•to understand how to adapt
the use of techniques to suit
different face types, skin
types and conditions
•to adapt the method of
sticking
•to use sticking techniques
•to understand how to adapt
the use of techniques to suit
different face types
•to adapt the use of the
equipment for facial hair
discoloration, removal,
depilation
• method, technique of
application
•to evaluate the use of

•be able to carry out the
procedure
3

•be able to carry out the
procedure
3

•understand how to
prepare the treatment and
the importance of adapting
theoretical and practical
knowledge in the
procedure

2
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Activity
Areas

Activities

Tasks

1.2.2
Discoloration

1.2.3
Depilation
1.3 Skin
care due to
its type

1.3.1 Skin
assessment

Knowledge

chapters of human
anatomy and physiology,
dermatology and Health
Sciences
• method of peroxide
dilution

• method of
discoloration
•technique of
application
• to know the criteria
and the methods of skin
assessment
• to know how to select
prepare and use tools,
equipment to assess skin
• to know relevant
chapters of human
anatomy and physiology,
dermatology and Health

Skills

Competences

Learning
Outcomes Units

Relate
d
ECVET
credit
points

products
•to adapt the knowledge in
practice
•theoretical
and practical dilution

•theoretical+
practical discoloration
•theoretical
and practical preparatory

•to understant the method of
peroxide dilution
•to understand the dangers
associated with peroxide
dilution
•to adapt the method of
discoloration
•to use discoloration
techniques
•to adapt the use of the
equipment and criteria for
assessment
•to adapt the method
•to adapt the knowledge in
practice

•be able to dilute peroxide
5

•be able to carry out the
procedure

•be able to describe skin
assessment methods and
equipment
•be able to describe
assessment criteria

4

6
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Activity
Areas

Activities

Tasks

Knowledge

Skills

Competences

Learning
Outcomes Units

Relate
d
ECVET
credit
points

Sciences
1.3.2 Steaming

1.3.3 Surface
cleansing/clea
ning

1.3.4 Deep
cleansing /
cleaning

• to know the different
skin types - dry, oily,
combination, mature,
sensitive, dehydrated,
skin with acne
• to know possible
problems
•to know the
importamce of tonus,
turgor and explain how
to adapt the knowledge
in practice
•to know how to select
prepare and use tools,
equipment and products
for the steaming
procedure
• to know the
importamce of
assessment
• method of assessment

•theoretical
and practical skin
assessment

•to identify the types of skin
•to diagnose its condition

•theoretical

•to adapt the knowledge in
practice

•theoretical
and practical preparatory
equipment
handling,
assessment

•to be able to assess the
skin and diagnose its
condition
3

•to adapt the use of the
equipment for steaming
treatment
• method, technique of
application
•to evaluate the use of
products
•to adapt the knowledge in
practice

•to explain the terms
tonus, turgor and why it is
important in the procedure

5

•be able to carry out the
steaming procedure
•understand the
importance of steaming
8
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Activity
Areas

Activities

Tasks

1.3.5
Recording

2. Body
care

2.1
massage

2.1.1 Massage
of face and
décolleté

Knowledge

• to know relevant
chapters of human
anatomy and physiology,
dermatology and Health
Sciences
• method of
cleansing/cleaning
•technique of
cleansing/cleaning
• to know relevant
chapters of human
anatomy and physiology,
dermatology and Health
Sciences
• to know relevant
chapters of human
anatomy and physiology,
dermatology and Health
Sciences
•to know the types of
massage according to its
effect prior to skin type

Skills

Competences

•theoretical
and practicalcleansing, skin
condition
assessment

•to use the cleansing
methods and techniques
•to adapt the knowledge in
practice

•theoretical

•to adapt the knowledge in
practice
•to evaluate the benefits of
the treatment
•to understand how to select
a certain type of massage
according to its effect and
skin type/ needs

Learning
Outcomes Units

Relate
d
ECVET
credit
points

•be able to carry out the
cleansing procedure
•understand the
importance of cleansing
1

•understand the effects of
the treatment and the
importance of adapting
theoretical and practical
knowledge in the
procedure

3
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Activity
Areas

Activities

Tasks

Knowledge

•to know how to select
prepare and use tools
equipment and products
for massage treatment
•to know the physiologic
effects and active
substances of massage
oils and products
• method of massage
•technique massage

2.2 Fat
reduction,
strengtheni
ng muscles
and
subcutaneo
us tissue
treatments

2.2.1 Fat
reduction,
strengthening
muscles and
subcutaneous
tissue
treatments

•to know how to select
prepare and use tools
equipment and products
for massage
treatment•to know the
physiologic effects and
active substances of
massage oils and
products• to know
relevant chapters of
human anatomy and
physiology, dermatology

Skills

Competences

•theoretical

•practical massage,
equipment
usage
•theoretical
and practical massage,
equipment
usage

Learning
Outcomes Units

•to know how to select
prepare and use tools
equipment and products for
massage treatment
•to know the physiologic
effects and active substances
of masks and wrap

•be able to use the
equipment and products
appropriately

•to apply techiques and
methods for the massage
appropriately

•be able to carry out the
treatment

•to apply techiques and
methods for the treatment
appropriately •to adapt the
knowledge in practice•to
evaluate the benefits of the
treatment•to know how to
select prepare and use tools
equipment and products for
massage treatment•to know
the physiologic effects and
active substances of massage
oils and products

•be able to carry out the
treatment •understand
the effects of the
treatment and the
importance of adapting
theoretical and practical
knowledge in the
procedure •be able to use
the equipment and
products appropriately

Relate
d
ECVET
credit
points

2

3

6
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Activity
Areas

Activities

2.3
Depilation

Tasks

2.3.1
Preparation

2.3.2
Depilation

Knowledge

and Health Sciences•
method of fat reduction,
strengthening muscles
and subcutaneous tissue
treatments•technique
fat reduction,
strengthening muscles
and subcutaneous tissue
treatments
• to know how to select
prepare and use tools,
equipment and products
for depilation
• to know relevant
chapters of human
anatomy and physiology,
dermatology and Health
Sciences
• method of depilation
•technique of
application
• types of depilation /
waxes

Skills

Competences

•theoretical
and practical preparatory

•practical depilation

Learning
Outcomes Units

•to adapt the use of the
equipment for depilation
• method, technique of
application
•to evaluate the use of
products
•to adapt the knowledge in
practice

•understand how to
prepare the treatment and
the importance of adapting
theoretical and practical
knowledge in the
procedure

•to use depilation techniques
•to adapt the method of
depilation

•be able to carry out the
procedure

Relate
d
ECVET
credit
points

2

3
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Activity
Areas

Activities

Tasks

2.3.3 Aftercare

3. Hand
care

3.1. Hand
massage

3.1.1 massage

Knowledge

Skills

Competences

• method and technique
of after - care treatment
• to know how to select
prepare and use tools,
equipment and products
for the after - care
treatment

•theoretical
practical

• to know relevant
chapters of human
anatomy and physiology,
dermatology and Health
Sciences
•to know how to select
prepare and use tools
equipment and products
for massage treatment
•to know the physiologic
effects and active
substances of massage
oils and products

•theoretical

•understand why it is
imporant to give after-care
treatment
•to adapt the use of the
equipment for after - care
• method, technique of
application
•to evaluate the use of
products
•to adapt the knowledge in
practice
•to know how to select
prepare and use tools
equipment and products for
massage treatment
•to know the physiologic
effects and active substances
of massage oils and products
•to adapt the knowledge in
practice
•to evaluate the benefits of
the treatment

Learning
Outcomes Units

•be able to carry out the
after care procedure
•understand how to
prepare the treatment and
the importance of adapting
theoretical and practical
knowledge in the
procedure

•be able to use the
equipment and products
appropriately
•understand the effects of
the treatment and the
importance of adapting
theoretical and practical
knowledge in the
procedure

Relate
d
ECVET
credit
points

3

4
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Activity
Areas

Activities

Tasks

Knowledge

• method of massage
•technique massage

4. make up

4.1. Pre
make-up
care

4.2.
Decorative
make-up

4.1.1 Pre
make-up care

4.2.1 Daily
make-up

• to know relevant
chapters of human
anatomy and physiology,
dermatology and Health
Sciences
•to know how to select
prepare and use tools
equipment and products
for pre make - up care
•to know the main
features of

•to know make - up
products, tools and
techniques of decorative

Skills

Competences

•practical massage
(movement)
skills
•theoretical
and practical

theoretical

•theoretical
and practical creative

Learning
Outcomes Units

•to apply techiques and
methods for the massage
appropriately

•be able to carry out the
treatment

•to adapt the use of the
equipment and materials for
the treatment
poznať prípravky pre prípravu
•to adapt the knowledge in
practice due to the client's
needs

•be able to use the
equipment and products
appropriately to provide
pre make - up care

•to adapt the knowledge
about the main features
matching the needs of makeup purposes and the client's
style

•be able to create the
make -up with
characteristic features that
suit the client's skin, style
and needs
•be able to use the
equipment and products

Relate
d
ECVET
credit
points
3

2

5

•to adapt the use of the
equipment and materials
•to evaluate the use of
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Activity
Areas

Activities

Tasks

4.2.2 Evening
make-up

4.2.3
Camouflage
make-up

Knowledge

Skills

Competences

cosmetics

painting/
colouring

•to know the main
features of

•theoretical

•to know make up
products, tools and
techniques of decorative
cosmetics

•theoretical
and practical creative
painting/
colouring

•to know the main
features of

•theoretical

products prior to client's
needs
•to apply techiques for makeup
•to adapt the knowledge
about the main features
matching the needs of makeup purposes and the client's
style

•to adapt the use of the
equipment and materials
•to evaluate the use of
products prior to client's
needs
•to apply techiques for makeup
•to adapt the knowledge
about the main features
matching the needs of makeup purposes and the client's
style

Learning
Outcomes Units

•be able to create the
make -up with
characteristic features that
suit the client's skin, style
and needs
•be able to use the
equipment and products

•be able to create
camouflage make -up with
characteristic features that
suit the client's skin, style
and needs

Relate
d
ECVET
credit
points

5

6
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Activity
Areas

Activities

Tasks

Knowledge

Skills

Competences

Learning
Outcomes Units

Relate
d
ECVET
credit
points

•be able to use the
equipment and products

4.2.4 Copying
make - up /
looks

4.2.5
Occasional
make - up

•to know make up
products, tools and
techniques of decorative
cosmetics

•theoretical
and practicalcreative
painting/
colouring

•to know the possible
ways of creating
camouflage
•to know make up
products, tools and
techniques of decorative
cosmetics

•theoretical

•to know the main
features of

•theoretical

•theoretical
and practicalcreative
painting/
colouring

•to adapt the use of the
equipment and materials
•to evaluate the use of
products prior to client's
needs
•to apply techiques for makeup
•to evaluate the use of
certain technique while
creating camouflage
•to adapt the use of the
equipment and materials
•to evaluate the use of
products prior to client's
needs
•to apply techiques for makeup
•to adapt the knowledge
about the main features
matching the needs of makeup purposes and the client's

•be able to copy make-up
looks and match it with the
style of the client
3

•be able to create the
make -up with
characteristic features that
suit the client's skin, style

5
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Activity
Areas

Activities

Tasks

Knowledge

Skills

Competences

style

5.
Monitorin
g
procedure
s to safely
control
work
operation
s
according
to
hygienic

5.1
European
occupation
al safety
and health
directives
and its
annexes,
and local
requireme
nts

5.1.1 Keep and
maintain a safe
and healthy
work
environment
meeting the
European and
local
occupational
health and
safety
standards.

•to know make up
products, tools and
techniques of decorative
cosmetics

•theoretical
and practical creative
painting/
colouring

- theoretical knowledge
of European and country
specific occupational
safety and health
directives and annexes
as a part of on the job
training

- practical skills
to apply the
European and
country
specific
occupational
safety and
health
directives and
annexes

•to adapt the use of the
equipment and materials
•to evaluate the use of
products prior to client's
needs
•to apply techiques for makeup
- able to keep and apply on
the job the required
European and country
specific occupational safety
and health standards.

Learning
Outcomes Units

Relate
d
ECVET
credit
points

and needs
•be able to use the
equipment and products

•able to identify, contain
and eliminate the specific
occupational and safety
hazards
•able to elevate the issues
on the proper level the
occurred incidents and
safety risks

ECVET
credit
points
appea
r in
the
Sectio
nA
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Activity
Areas

and safety
instructio
ns

6.
Counsellin
g

Activities

5.2
Cleaning or
keeping
clean
certain
work
surfaces

6.1
Cosmetic
counselling

Tasks

5.2.1.
Cleaning/
maintaining

giving advices
on facial care
giving advices
on body care
giving advices
on hand care

Knowledge

•theoretical and
practical knowledge of
health and safety
instructions
• to know relevant
chapters of human
anatomy and physiology,
dermatology and Health
Sciences
•know how to maintain
safe and effective
methods of working
while providing services
to meet legal, hygiene
and service
requirements
• to know relevant
chapters of human
anatomy and physiology,
dermatology and Health
Sciences
• product, equipment

Skills

Competences

•theoretical
and practical cleaning,
maintaining
work surfaces
and equipment

•be able to check that health
and safety instructions are
followed
•to adapt accepted industry
hygiene and safety practices
at service and service area

Learning
Outcomes Units

Relate
d
ECVET
credit
points

•ability to check that
health and safety
instructions are followed

3

•theoretical ,
practical counselling

•to adapt the knowledge in
practice due to the client's
needs
•to explain the lifestyle
factors and changes that may
be required to improve the

•be able to give advices
and information that suit
the client's needs

3
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Activity
Areas

Activities

Tasks

giving advices
on make - up
and style

Knowledge

Skills

Competences

and tool knowledge
• to know the needs of
the patient

giving advices
on personal
hygiene and
safety
7.
Administr
ation /
Registry

8.
Business

7.1
Registering

8.1
Business

Registering
clients' files
Registering
equipment and
tools
Registering
economical
documentatio
n
Registering
raw materials
(commodities)
and products
8.1.1 Taking
part in

• to know the principles
of registering clients'
files
• to know the
equipment and products
used in the working area
• to know supply needs
• to know how to fill
forms of enquiry, and
invoice
• to know how to handle
economical documents

•theoretical
and practical registering,
documentatio
n handling

Knowledge of European
Business Competence*

Entrepreneurs
hip

effectiveness of certain
treatments
•explain treatment routines
•give a list of possible
products that suit the client's
needs
• to use effective
consultation techniques
• to make precise
administration

Learning
Outcomes Units

• be able to create/run a
functioning registry of
client's files, equipment,
tools, materials, products
and economical
documentation

Relate
d
ECVET
credit
points

1
1

1

1
• Understand the most
important objectives of a

• be able to use EBC*L
competencies in practice

ECVET
credit
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Activity
Areas

and
economic
area

Activities

and
economic
in a
business
enterprises

Tasks

business and
economic
activities of a
business
enterprises

Knowledge

Licence - EBC*L:
Business objectives and
management ratios
Accounting
Costing and pricing
Business law

Skills

Competences

Skills of
initiative
Numerical
thinking
Analytical skills

company
• Able to read and
understand annual financial
statements (balance sheet,
profit and loss account) in
principle and draw first
conclusions
• Understand and able to
explain the objectives and
basic structure of cost
accounting and profit centre
accounting, and give reasons
why cost awareness and
entrepreneurial thinking are
necessary.
• Understand and able to
explain the characteristics,
advantages and
disadvantages of the principal
legal forms of business
organisation

Learning
Outcomes Units

Relate
d
ECVET
credit
points
points
appea
r in
the
Sectio
nA
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Fitness-wellness assistant
Activity
Areas

Activities

1.
Customer
Service

1.1 Provide
information
- Customer
service

Tasks

1.1.1
Welcomes
new and
existing guests

1.1.2 Informs
guests about
facility services

Knowledge

- sound knowledge of
interpersonal
communication and
interactions

- sound and detailed
knowledge of facility
services and products

Skills

Competences

theoretical and
practical interpersonal
communication

theoretical and
practical fitness and
wellness
services,
products
offered

- to initiate a conversation
with new clients/guests
achieving the highest
customer satisfaction
- to initiate a conversation
with existing guests achieving
the highest customer
satisfaction
- uses friendly and polite
approaching methods
towards the new and existing
guests
- communicates precisely and
professionally new guests
about the available
equipment and services
- offers immediate assistance
for the new guests on how to
use the equipment and
accessories in a safe manner
- communicates and describes

Learning
Outcomes Units

- understands the
dynamics of interpersonal
communication
- understands and utilizes
excellent customer
service requirements

- understands the fitness
equipment operations
- knows the fitness
equipment' purpose,
operation methods and
points of hazard
- knows the general
wellness services, their
aim, the processes and

Relate
d
ECVET
credit
points

2

2
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Activity
Areas

Activities

Tasks

Knowledge

Skills

Competences

precisely the facility services
and products

1.1.3 Inform
new guests
about facility
health and
safety
regulations

- sound knowledge of
facility health prescreening questionnaire
- sound knowledge
about facility safety
regulations in relation
to machines,
equipment, auxiliary
equipment, evacuation
process

theoretical and
practical - prescreening
evaluation,
health related
indications and
contraindication
s
theoretical and
practical fitness and
wellness
equipment
operations and
functions,

- understands the prescreening process
methodology, aim and
utilization
- makes decisions in case of
non-conforming health status
on further activities, and
directions
- thorough explanation of
fitness equipment operation
and points of hazard
- directs guests for further
assistance to various
departments
- experience on wellness and

Learning
Outcomes Units

treatments outcomes
- knows the fitness and
wellness products aim,
method of utilization,
operations
- able to inform guests on
facility related matters
and up-to-date
information
- able to complete alone
the process of prescreening via
questionnaire
- able to input data into
the computer system for
further evaluation
-able to communicate the
adverse information to
the guests
- able to direct guests for
further screening, or to a
specialist within the
facility
- able to perform the

Relate
d
ECVET
credit
points

2
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Activity
Areas

Activities

Tasks

1.1.4 Responds
to guest
inquiries in
person, on-line
and on
telephone

1.1.5
Communicates
with
colleagues and
subcontractors

Knowledge

- sound knowledge on
excellent customer
services via phone calls,
e-mail correspondence
and in person

- sound knowledge of
interpersonal
communication and
interactions

Skills

Competences

points of hazard
theoretical and
practical evacuation
process and first
aid
theoretical and
practical interpersonal
communication
theoretical and
practical correspondence
theoretical and
practical phone call
management
and
communications
theoretical and
practical interpersonal
communication

Learning
Outcomes Units

fitness services
- on-hands experience on
evacuation process

evacuation process when
necessary

- telephone system utilization
- excellent phone
communication
- excellent writing skills on
target

- able to utilize the
telephone system
perfectly and timely
- able to perform
excellent and targeted
telephone conversations
attracting guests to the
facility
- able to compose, write
and execute e-mails or
letters in her competence
level

- on-hands experience of the
offered fitness-wellness
services and products
- utilization of organizational
structures, decision levels,

-able to offer appropriate
services for guests
meeting their needs in a
professional manner
- able to communicate

Relate
d
ECVET
credit
points

2

2
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Activity
Areas

Activities

Tasks

Knowledge

Skills

Competences

communication paths
- operational application of
agreements between facility
and its subcontractors

1.1.6 Problem
solving

- sound knowledge of
interpersonal
communication and
interactions
- sound knowledge of
problem solving
methods

theoretical and
practical interpersonal
communication
theoretical and
practical
problem solving
techniques

- on-hands experience of
problem solving methods and
selecting the best approach to
achieve a desired outcome
- utilization of organizational
structures, decision levels,
communication paths to
elevate the problems to the
required level assuring the
problem's root cause should
be eliminated

Learning
Outcomes Units

with colleagues and
subcontractors aiming the
total customer
satisfaction of the guests
- able to raise the
upcoming issue on a
higher level when
necessary
- utilizes the operations
human resources
structure to complete the
tasks
able to offer appropriate
services for guests
meeting their needs in a
professional manner
- able to communicate in
professional manner in
case of any problems
aroused
- able to find long term
preventive solutions for
the problems aroused

Relate
d
ECVET
credit
points

2
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Activity
Areas

2. Fitness
and
Wellness
Services

Activities

2.1 Referral
of Fitness,
Wellness
and
MedicalWellness
Services

Tasks

2.1.1 Physical
assessment

2.1.2
Motivational
assessment

Knowledge

Skills

Competences

- knowledge of relevant
chapters of human
anatomy and
physiology,
epidemiology, nutrition
and Health Sciences

theoretical:
human
anatomy,
physiology,
epidemiology
and health care
system.

- applies the assessment
techniques and methods
appropriately for the guests
and clients- adapts the
knowledge in practiceevaluates the guest's health
status and ensures the safe
conditions to the guests

- knowledge of relevant
chapters of
motivational
psychology and
coaching

theoretical and
practical:
motivational
psychology,
basic coaching
techniques

- applies the techniques and
methods for motivational
assessment to ensure
impeccable guest experience
- adapts the knowledge in
practice
- evaluate the benefits of the
services offered

Learning
Outcomes Units

able to carry out the
physical assessment in a
correct manner according
to the proceduresunderstands the
importance of the
assessment and the
importance of adapting
theoretical and practical
knowledge in the
procedure
- able to carry out the
motivational assessment
in a correct manner
according to the
procedures
- understands the
importance of the
assessment and the
importance of adapting
theoretical and practical
knowledge in the
procedure

Relate
d
ECVET
credit
points

2

2
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Activity
Areas

Activities

Tasks

2.1.3 Fitness
services
referral

2.1.4 Wellness
services
referral

Knowledge

- thorough knowledge
on: fitness classes,
aerobic classes, body &
mind classes, personal
training, fitness
equipment
- knowledge on latest
fitness trends
- knowledge on
performance training
methods
-knowledge on how to
offer fitness classes
and make
recommendations for
guests, describe the
fitness services to the
clients
- thorough knowledge
on: wellness services
such as: massage, diet
counseling, beauty
services, coaching, and
on latest wellness

Skills

Competences

theoretical and
practical fitness classes
types,
indications and
contraindication
s
theoretical and
practical: fitness
equipment,
personal
training,
performance
training
theoretical:
description of
newest fitness
trends
theoretical and
practical wellness service
types,
indications and
contraindication

Learning
Outcomes Units

- applies the referral
techniques for persuasion of
the guests for fitness classes
- adapts the knowledge in
practice
- evaluates the benefits of the
fitness classes and services
offered for a long term
perspective

- able to carry out the
fitness services referral in
a correct manner
according to the
procedures
- understands the
importance of adapting
theoretical and practical
knowledge in the
procedure

- applies the referral
techniques for persuasion of
the guests for wellness
services
- adapts the wellness related
knowledge in practice

- able to carry out the
wellness services and
products referral in a
correct manner according
to the procedures
- understands the

Relate
d
ECVET
credit
points

2

2
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Activity
Areas

Activities

Tasks

Knowledge

trends
- knowledge on how to
offer wellness services
and make
recommendations for
guests, describe the
wellness services to the
clients

2.1.5 Medical
wellness
services
referral

- thorough knowledge
on: medical services
available (such as
posture correction
specialist, physician,
nutrition specialist,
psychologist, aesthetic
surgery, dentistry, etc.)
- knowledge on how to
offer medical services

Skills

Competences

s
theoretical and
practical:
wellness
services and
treatments
theoretical:
description of
newest wellness
trends
- practical:
persuasion of
clients for
services
theoretical and
practical medical service
types,
indications and
contraindication
s
theoretical and
practical:
medical services

Learning
Outcomes Units

- evaluates the benefits of the
wellness services and
products offered for a long
term perspective

importance of adapting
theoretical and practical
knowledge in the
procedure

- applies the referral
techniques for persuasion of
the guests for medical
wellness services
- adapts the medical wellness
related knowledge in practice
- evaluates the benefits of the
medical wellness services and
products offered for a long
term perspective

- able to carry out the
medical wellness services
and products referral in a
correct manner according
to the procedures
- understands the
importance of adapting
theoretical and practical
knowledge in the
procedure

Relate
d
ECVET
credit
points

2
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Activity
Areas

Activities

Tasks

Knowledge

and make
recommendations for
guests, describe the
medical services to the
clients

2.2 Sales
activities
and healthbar
operations

2.2.1
Completing
on-site orders
for the food
and beverage
on the spot

- thorough knowledge
on healthy products
and nutrition
supplements
- thorough knowledge
on storing, handling,
packaging, preparing
and serving food and
beverages
- knowledge of HACCP
requirements

Skills

Competences

and treatments
practical:
persuasion of
clients for
services
- theoretical:
description of
newest medicalwellness trends
- practical:
persuasion of
clients for
services
theoretical:
health products,
nutrition
supplements,
HACCP
requirements
theoretical and
practical: food
and beverage
storage,
packaging,

- applies the HACCP guidelines
in the health bar, kitchen and
storage room
- manages the inventory
status in storage area and
within the inventory
management system
- keeps the premises clean
and neat, according to the
housekeeping procedures

Learning
Outcomes Units

- able to carry out the
cleaning methods
according to the
procedures and HACCP
requirements
- able to manage the
inventory and
continuously monitor the
status of it
- able to make regular
inventory reports

Relate
d
ECVET
credit
points

1
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Activity
Areas

Activities

Tasks

Knowledge

- knowledge on bar
premises cleaning
procedures and
requirements

2.2.2 Sales of
food and
nutrition
supplement
products

- knowledge on how to
select and refer
nutrition supplements
to clients
- thorough knowledge
on food allergies and
their on-site
management
- knowledge on healthy
nutrition and its
application

Skills

Competences

serving,
preparation.
theoretical and
practical:
premises
cleaning and
disinfection
methods and
procedures
theoretical:
health and
nutrition
supplements,
epidemiology,
disease
prevention,
food allergies
theoretical and
practical:
nutrition
supplements
and food related
allergies

- sales of adequate nutrition
supplements according to the
clients needs
- offers assistance for clients
in selection of nutrition
supplements
- surveys the clients for
detection of any allergy
condition

Learning
Outcomes Units

- able to identify clients'
needs for specific
nutrition requirements
- able to recommend
nutrition supplements
reliably and accurately
- able to detect and
identify food allergy
conditions

Relate
d
ECVET
credit
points

2
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Activity
Areas

Activities

Tasks

2.2.3 Sales of
merchandise
products

2.2.4 Sales of
daily and
monthly
memberships

Knowledge

- knowledge on sales
and cash-register
operation and
procedures
- thorough knowledge
on products and
merchandise of the
facility
- inventory
management
knowledge
- knowledge on sales
and cash-register
operation and
procedures
- thorough knowledge
of membership policies
and actual membership
retention procedures
- knowledge of sales
techniques and new
member acquires

Skills

Competences

theoretical and
practical: cashregister
operations,
products,
services and
merchandise of
the fitnesswellness facility,
inventory
management
theoretical and
practical: cash
management,
membership
policies, guest
acquires and
retention
methods

- sales of merchandise
- sales of fitness, wellness and
medical wellness services

- sales of memberships and
daily passes
- promotes the actual sales
offers and motivates clients
for membership renewal or
long term membership
purchase

Learning
Outcomes Units

- able to professionally
execute sales operations
for merchandise and
facility fitness, wellness
and medical wellness
services

- able to execute sales
transactions for
membership purchasing,
renewal in a professional
manner
- able to propose the
actual offers to the clients
and sale the services
products offered
- able to motivate the
clients for membership
renewal, product or
service purchasing

Relate
d
ECVET
credit
points

2
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Activity
Areas

Activities

Tasks

2.2.5 Aftersales and cross
sales activities

3.
Administr
ation and
data
managem
ent

3.1 Data
entry

3.1.1 Data
entry of clients

Knowledge

- knowledge on sales
and operation and
procedures
- thorough knowledge
of membership policies
and actual membership
retention procedures
- knowledge of sales
techniques for cross
selling of products and
services
- knowledge of
computer systems
operations
- knowledge of Office
applications
- knowledge of CRM
data management
systems and software
applications
-knowledge of
document,
spreadsheet, graphics
software

Skills

Competences

theoretical and
practical: sales
and commercial
knowledge
theoretical and
practical: cross
sales methods
and knowledge

- application of the cross
selling techniques for clients

practical:
computer
systems and
Office software
utilization
practical:
utilization of
CRM software
or database

- high-level personal
computer utilization
- usage of Office applications
- usage of CRM and database
software

Learning
Outcomes Units

Relate
d
ECVET
credit
points

- able to apply the cross
selling procedures during
the daily operations and
sales activities
1

- able to utilize on highlevel the computer
systems and office
applications
- ability to utilize the CRM
and database applications
1
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Activity
Areas

Activities

3.2 Data
manageme
nt and
safety

3.3 Report
manageme
nt

Tasks

3.2.1 Data
management
and safety

3.3.1
Generating
reports and
statistics

Knowledge

- knowledge of data
safety management
systems
- knowledge of personal
data handling
requirements and
procedures

- knowledge on data
management and
reporting methods
- advanced user
knowledge with
spreadsheet software
- knowledge on
extracting data from
CRM systems and
analyzing them in
required formats

Skills

Competences

practical and
theoretical: data
safety
procedures and
legislation
requirements
practical and
theoretical: data
saving and
protection
procedures
practical and
theoretical: data
management
and
manipulation
for generating
reports
practical and
theoretical: data
transfer
between the
systems

Learning
Outcomes Units

- assessment of facility in
regards of legal requirements
- computed data saving and
protection techniques and
utilization of related
procedures

- able to assess and
maintain the workplace
cleanliness standards
- able to sustain an
environmentally friendly
operation of the facility

- acquisition and data
management, manipulation of
systems and clients data,
business data

- able to manage and
manipulate raw data for
internal reporting
purposes
- able to generate reports
on key performance
indicators on regular basis

Relate
d
ECVET
credit
points

1

3
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Activity
Areas

Activities

3.4
Preparation
of written
and printed
material for
internal
communica
tion
purposes

Tasks

3.4.1
Responding emails

3.4.2
Responding
letters

Knowledge

- knowledge to operate
e-mail systems
- knowledge of business
correspondence
techniques

- knowledge to operate
word processing
software
- knowledge of business
correspondence
techniques

Skills

Competences

practical and
theoretical: email systems
management
and effective
operation for
customer
service
purposes
theoretical and
practical
knowledge on
business
correspondence
formal
requirements
practical and
theoretical:
word processing
systems
management
and effective
operation for
customer

- effective operations of email correspondence software
- business writing on target

Learning
Outcomes Units

Relate
d
ECVET
credit
points

- able to operate the email systems and perform
the necessary
correspondence
- able to apply the
business writing
techniques on the job
1

- effective operations of word
processing software for
formal correspondence
- business writing on target

- able to operate the word
processing software and
perform the necessary
correspondence
- able to apply the
business writing
techniques on the job

1
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Activity
Areas

4.
Hygiene
and CPR

Activities

4.1 Cleaning
and keeping
organized,
neat and

Tasks

Knowledge

3.4.3 Preparing
leaflets,
billboard and
information
materials for
internal
communicatio
n purposes

- knowledge of design
programs for
generating promotion
and advertisement
materials

4.1.1 Cleaning
and
maintaining
cleanliness

- knowledge of health
and safety instructions
- knowledge to
maintain safe and

Skills

Competences

service
purposes
theoretical and
practical
knowledge on
business
correspondence
formal
requirements
practical and
theoretical:
design software
for production
of information
and in-house
marketing
materials for
customer
service
purposes
theoretical and
practical cleaning,
organizing and

- effective operations of
graphics software for
generating advertisement and
promotion materials
(billboards, leaflets)

- able to check that health and
safety instructions are
followed
- adapts the required hygiene

Learning
Outcomes Units

- able to operate the word
graphic software and
perform the necessary
design tasks
- able to apply the
creative promotion
techniques on the job

- able to check that health
and safety instructions
are followed
- adaptation of the

Relate
d
ECVET
credit
points

3

4
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Activity
Areas

Activities

clean the
work
surfaces.

Tasks

status.

Knowledge

effective working
methods ensuring to
meet legal, hygiene and
service requirements.
- knowledge of
environmental friendly
operation methods and
cleaning procedures

Skills

Competences

maintaining
work area and
facility
equipment
theoretical and
practical assuring and
meeting the
legal
requirements
theoretical and
practical maintaining
selective waste
management
and energy
consumption
practical:
utilization and
application of
graphics
software

and safety practices within
service area
- able to maintain an
environment friendly waste
management during
operations

Learning
Outcomes Units

Relate
d
ECVET
credit
points

required hygiene and
safety practices within
service area
- able to maintain an
environmentally friendly
waste management
during operations
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Activity
Areas

Activities

4.2 CPR and
First aid
assistance

4.3
European
occupationa
l safety and
health
directives

Tasks

4.2.1 Provide
immediate
assistance in
case of
emergency.

4.3.1 Keep and
maintain a
safe and
healthy work
environment
meeting the

Knowledge

- knowledge of
immediate emergency
procedures
- knowledge of BLS and
CPR techniques
- knowledge of
automatic or semi
automatic defibrillator

- theoretical knowledge
of European and
country specific
occupational safety and
health directives and
annexes as a part of on

Skills

Competences

theoretical and
practical
knowledge of
emergency call
numbers and
protocols
theoretical and
practical
knowledge on
BLS and CPR
techniques and
procedures
theoretical and
practical
knowledge of
semi or fully
automated
defibrillator
- practical skills
to apply the
European and
country specific
occupational
safety and

- able to perform BLS and CPR
techniques in case of
emergency
- able to initiate the
emergency phone calls

Learning
Outcomes Units

Relate
d
ECVET
credit
points

- able to perform BLS and
CPR techniques in case of
emergency
- able to initiate the
emergency phone calls
- ability to utilize the
semi- or fully automatic
defibrillator
6

- able to keep and apply on
the job the required European
and country specific
occupational safety and
health standards.

- able to identify, contain
and eliminate the specific
occupational and safety
hazards
- able to elevate the
issues on the proper level

ECVET
credit
points
appea
r in
the
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Activity
Areas

Activities

and its
annexes,
and local
requiremen
ts
5.
Business
and
economic
area

Tasks

European and
local
occupational
health and
safety
standards.
5.1 Business 5.1.1 Taking
and
part in
economic in business and
a business
economic
enterprises activities of a
business
enterprises

Knowledge

Skills

Competences

the job training

health directives
and annexes

Knowledge of European
Business Competence*
Licence - EBC*L:
Business objectives and
management ratios
Accounting
Costing and pricing
Business law

Entrepreneurshi
p
Skills of
initiative
Numerical
thinking
Analytical skills

Learning
Outcomes Units

the occurred incidents
and safety risks

- Understand the most
- able to use EBC*L
important objectives of a
competencies in practice
company
- Able to read and understand
annual financial statements
(balance sheet, profit and loss
account) in principle and draw
first conclusions
- Understand and able to
explain the objectives and
basic structure of cost
accounting and profit centre
accounting, and give reasons
why cost awareness and
entrepreneurial thinking are
necessary.
- Understand and able to
explain the characteristics,

Relate
d
ECVET
credit
points
Sectio
nA

ECVET
credit
points
appea
r in
the
Sectio
nA
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Activity
Areas

Activities

Tasks

Knowledge

Skills

Competences

Learning
Outcomes Units

Relate
d
ECVET
credit
points

advantages and disadvantages
of the principal
legal forms of business
organisation
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Health-tourism manager
Activity
Areas

Activities

1.
Managem
ent,
Organizati
on

1.1 middle
manageme
nt tasks in
institutions
providing
health
tourism
services

Tasks

1.1.1 manage
the business
enterprise

1.1.2 prepare
the strategic
plans of the
health tourism
institution

Knowledge

Financial knowledge
Knowledge of health
tourism management
Business administration
Management
knowledge
Knowledge of market
participants

Knowledge of health
tourism management
Knowledge of strategic
planning
Knowledge of market
participants
Financial knowledge

Skills

Competences

Managerial skills
Problem solving
skills
Control (to be
an excellent
supervisor)
Planning skills
Excellent
reviewing
capabilities
Managerial skills
Planning skills
Breadth of view

Able to supervise an
institution
Able to make quick and
informed decisions
Able to effectively gather
information
Innovative attitude who is
open to new ideas and
solutions
Able to work independently
Able to persuade others
Able to see processes
through
Able to take risks
Able to effectively gather
information
Able to plan to the future
Innovative attitude who is
open to new ideas and
solutions
Able to formulate the aims,

Learning
Outcomes Units

Able to manage a business
enterprise of health
tourism independently

Relate
d
ECVET
credit
points

5

Able to prepare a mature
strategic plan of a health
tourism institution
3
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Activity
Areas

Activities

Tasks

1.1.3 prepare
business
strategy and
financial plans

1.1.4 work out
Bylaws/Organi
zational and
operational
rules

Knowledge

Financial knowledge
Knowledge of health
tourism management
Basic knowledge of
accounting
Mathematical
knowledge
Knowledge of business
strategy planning
Knowledge of financial
planning
Knowledge of market
participants
Knowledge of health
tourism management
Management
knowledge
Knowledge of
regulations and
requirements

Skills

Competences

Managerial skills
Planning skills
Numerical
thinking
Excellent
analytical skills

Managerial skills
Planning skills

plans
Able to see processes
through
Able to effectively gather
information
Able to plan to the future
Innovative attitude who is
open to new ideas and
solutions
Able to formulate the aims,
plans
Able to see processes
through
Digital competences

Able to formulate the
operation of an enterprise
Able to see processes
through

Learning
Outcomes Units

Relate
d
ECVET
credit
points

Able to prepare a mature
business strategy and a
financial plan of a health
tourism institution

3

Able to work out
Bylaws/Organizational and
operational rules of a
health tourism institution
independently

3
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Activity
Areas

Activities

Tasks

1.1.5 supervise
the cashflow
of the business
enterprise

1.2 Business
and
economic in
a business
enterprises

Knowledge

Financial knowledge
Basic knowledge of
accounting
Time-management
Business administration
Mathematical
knowledge

1.1.6 carry out
activities
related to
asset
management

Financial knowledge
Basic knowledge of
accounting
Credit-management
Knowledge of asset
management

1.2.1 Taking
part in
business and
economic
activities of a
business

Knowledge of European
Business Competence*
Licence - EBC*L:
Business objectives and
management ratios
Accounting

Skills

Competences

Managerial skills
Problem solving
skills
Numerical
thinking
Excellent
analytical skills
Excellent
reviewing
capabilities
Excellent
reviewing
capabilities
Managerial skills
Excellent
analytical skills
Numerical
thinking
Entrepreneurshi
p
Skills of
initiative
Numerical
thinking

Learning
Outcomes Units

Able to see processes
through
Able to see cause and effect
relationships through
Able to work independently
Digital competences

Able to supervise the
cashflow of a business
enterprise

Able to see processes
through
Able to carry out activities
independently

Able to carry out activities
related to asset
management

Understand the most
important objectives of a
company
Able to read and understand
annual financial statements
(balance sheet, profit and

Able to use EBC*L
competencies in practice

Relate
d
ECVET
credit
points

3

2

ECVET
credit
points
appea
r in
the
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Activity
Areas

Activities

1.3
planning,
organizing
the health
tourism job
groups

Tasks

Knowledge

Skills

Competences

enterprises

Costing and pricing
Business law

Analytical skills

1.3.1 organize
the workflow
effectively

Knowledge of health
tourism management
Time-management
Basic knowledge of
psychology

Organizational
skills
Excellent
communication
skills
Managerial skills
Ability to
resolve conflicts

Learning
Outcomes Units

loss account) in principle and
draw first conclusions
Understand and able to
explain the objectives and
basic structure of cost
accounting and profit centre
accounting, and give reasons
why cost awareness and
entrepreneurial thinking are
necessary.
Understand and able to
explain the characteristics,
advantages and
disadvantages of the principal
legal forms of business
organisation
Able to motivate co-workers
Able to organize the
Able to check and evaluate
workflow effectively
Able to work independently
Able to persuade others
Able to see processes
through

Relate
d
ECVET
credit
points
Sectio
nA

3
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Activity
Areas

Activities

Tasks

1.3.2 handle
and forward
confidential
information
according to
the regulations
1.3.3
cooperate
with the
members of
the health
tourism team
and sales
department

Knowledge

Knowledge of health
tourism management
Knowledge of
regulations and
requirements
Knowledge of
interpersonal
communication and
interactions
Knowledge of health
tourism management
Basic knowledge of
psychology

Skills

Competences

effectively
Problem solving
skills
Control (to be
an excellent
supervisor)
Planning skills
Excellent
communication
skills
Problem solving
skills
Trustworthiness
Good overall
appearance
Excellent
communication
skills
Flexibility
Ability to
resolve conflicts
effectively
Problem solving
skills

Learning
Outcomes Units

Able to forward the
information precisely
Able to communicate with
people effectively
Able to follow rules

Able to handle and
forward confidential
information according to
the regulations

Able to motivate co-workers
Innovative attitude who is
open to new ideas and
solutions
Able to persuade others
Able to work in a team

Able to cooperate in a
team, able to work
together with the
members of the health
tourism team and sales
department

Relate
d
ECVET
credit
points

1

2
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Activity
Areas

Activities

Tasks

Knowledge

Skills

Competences

Learning
Outcomes Units

Relate
d
ECVET
credit
points

Trustworthiness
1.3.4 supervise
the day-to-day
work of the
health tourism
assistants

1.3.5 maintain
good
connections
inside the
institution

Knowledge of health
tourism management
Time-management
Knowledge of
interpersonal
communication and
interactions

Knowledge of
interpersonal
communication and
interactions
Basic knowledge of
psychology

Organizational
skills
Excellent
reviewing
capabilities
Managerial skills
Ability to
resolve conflicts
effectively
Problem solving
skills
Control (to be
an excellent
supervisor)
Planning skills
Excellent
communication
skills
Flexibility
Ability to
resolve conflicts

Able to effectively gather
information
Able to check and evaluate
Able to work independently
Able to persuade others

Able to supervise the dayto-day work of the health
tourism assistants

4

Apply conflict resolution
therapies
Able to persuade others
Able to understands the
problems of the co-workers
Able to communicate with

Able to maintain good
connections inside a
health tourism institution

2
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Activity
Areas

Activities

Tasks

1.3.6 motivate
the health
tourism team,
assistants and
the sales
department

Knowledge

Knowledge of health
tourism management
Basic knowledge of
psychology
Knowledge of
interpersonal
communication and
interactions
Knowledge of
motivation technics
Knowledge of relevant
chapters of
motivational
psychology

Skills

Competences

effectively
Problem solving
skills
Trustworthiness
Good overall
appearance
Excellent
communication
skills
Flexibility
Ability to
resolve conflicts
effectively
Problem solving
skills
Creativity
Trustworthiness
Control (to be
an excellent
supervisor)
Cogent
personality

Learning
Outcomes Units

Relate
d
ECVET
credit
points

people effectively

Able to motivate co-workers
Innovative attitude who is
open to new ideas and
solutions
Able to persuade others

Able to motivate a health
tourism team, assistants
and sales department

2
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Activity
Areas

Activities

1.4 Human
Resource
Manageme
nt

Tasks

1.4.1 prepare
human
resource plans

Knowledge

Skills

Competences

HR knowledge
Knowledge of health
tourism management
Knowledge of human
resource planning

Managerial skills
Planning skills
Breadth of view

1.4.2 take part
in the process
of selecting
the workforce

HR knowledge
Knowledge of interview
and other selection
methods
Basic knowledge of
psychology

1.4.3 draft
contracts of
employments

HR knowledge
Knowledge of
regulations and
requirements
HR knowledge
Knowledge of health
tourism management
Knowledge of

Excellent
communication
skills
Can find people
out easy and
fast
Fast reactivity
Precision
Correctness

1.4.4 draft job
descriptions

Planning skills
Precision

Able to effectively gather
information
Innovative attitude who is
open to new ideas and
solutions
Able to work independently
Able to see processes
through
Able to effectively gather
information

Learning
Outcomes Units

Relate
d
ECVET
credit
points

Able to prepare a mature
human resource plan
2

Able to organize a process
of selecting workforce
1

Able to use the HR
knowledge in practical
Able to use MS Office on a
high level
Able to use the HR
knowledge in practical
Able to use MS Office on a
high level

Able to prepare contracts
of employments
independently
Able to prepare job
descriptions of
employments
independently

1

1
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Activity
Areas

Activities

Tasks

1.4.5 carry out
tasks in
connection
with payroll
management
1.4.6 make
proposals
concerning the
compensation
packages of
the employees
1.4.7 prepare
performance
reviews

1.4.8 organize
and lead
further
education and
trainings

Knowledge

regulations and
requirements
Financial knowledge
HR knowledge
Knowledge of
regulations and
requirements
Financial knowledge
HR knowledge
Knowledge of
regulations and
requirements
HR knowledge

HR knowledge
Knowledge of health
tourism management
Knowledge of adult
education

Skills

Competences

Learning
Outcomes Units

Excellent
analytical skills
Precision
Correctness

Able to see processes
through
Able to use the HR
knowledge in practical
Able to use MS Office on a
high level

Excellent
analytical skills
Correctness
Fairness

Able to use the HR
knowledge in practical
Able to evaluate the work of
the employees

Able to prepare the
compensation packages of
the employees

Excellent
reviewing
capabilities
Correctness
Fairness
Organizational
skills
Excellent
communication
skills

Able to motivate co-workers
Able to check and evaluate

Able to prepare
performance reviews

Able to carry out activities
in connection with payroll
management

Relate
d
ECVET
credit
points

1

1

1

Able to self-development
Able to motivate co-workers
Innovative attitude who is
open to new ideas and
solutions

Able to organize and lead
educations and trainings.
2
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Activity
Areas

Activities

Tasks

Knowledge

Skills

Competences

Creativity
Planning skills

2.
Assessing
and
Quality
procedure
s

2.1 analyze
and
evaluate
the
operation
of the
business

2.2 carry
out quality
control
activities

2.1.1 carry out
tasks involving
statistical
analysis

Financial
knowledgeKnowledge
of basic quality
controlmathematical
knowledge

2.1.2 take part
in monitoring
activities

Knowledge of basic
monitoring methods
Knowledge of
regulations and
requirements

2.2.1 carry out
quality control
activities

Knowledge of basic
quality
controlKnowledge of
regulations and

Excellent
reviewing
capabilitiesNum
erical
thinkingExcellen
t analytical
skillsPrecision
Excellent
reviewing
capabilities
Excellent
analytical skills
Precision
Excellent
reviewing
capabilitiesExcel
lent analytical

Able to work independently
Able to use the HR
knowledge in practice
Able to use the adult
educations knowledge in
practice
Able to effectively gather
informationAble to check and
evaluate

Learning
Outcomes Units

Relate
d
ECVET
credit
points

Able to understand and
work statistical analysis
with
2

Able to check and evaluate

Able to check and evaluate

Able to organize and take
part in monitoring
activities

Able to carry out quality
control activities

3

2
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Activity
Areas

3.
Marketing
, PR,
communic
ation

Activities

3.1
marketing,
sales
activities

Tasks

3.1.1 prepare
marketing
plans

3.1.2 prepare
the sales
strategy

Knowledge

Skills

Competences

requirements

skills

Knowledge of the
concept and
characteristics of
tourism marketing
Knowledge of
marketing tools,
marketing-mix
Financial knowledge
Knowledge of health
tourism management
Knowledge of the
concept and
characteristics of
tourism marketing and
sales
Knowledge of
marketing tools,
marketing-mix
Financial knowledge
Knowledge of health
tourism management

Managerial skills
Creativity
Planning skills
Breadth of view

Managerial skills
Creativity
Planning skills
Breadth of view

Learning
Outcomes Units

Able to effectively gather
information
Innovative attitude who is
open to new ideas and
solutions
Able to see processes
through
Able to see cause and effect
relationships through

Able to prepare a
marketing plan of a health
tourism institution

Able to effectively gather
information
Innovative attitude who is
open to new ideas and
solutions
Able to see processes
through
Able to see cause and effect
relationships through

Able to prepare a sales
strategy of a health
tourism institution

Relate
d
ECVET
credit
points

3

3
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Activity
Areas

Activities

Tasks

3.1.3 conduct
market
research
(competitors,
customers,
business
partners)

3.1.4 organize
and supervise
marketing
activities of
the health
tourism
institution

Knowledge

Knowledge of the
concept and
characteristics of
tourism marketing
Knowledge of health
tourism management
Knowledge of market
research
Knowledge of the
relevant market
(competitors,
customers, business
partners)
Knowledge of the
concept and
characteristics of health
tourism marketing
Knowledge of
marketing tools,
marketing-mix
Knowledge of health
tourism management
Knowledge of the
relevant market

Skills

Competences

Breadth of view
Excellent
communication
skills
Creativity
Cogent
personality

Able to effectively gather
information
Able to search and select the
key markets
Able to use MS Office on a
high level

Organizational
skills
Excellent
communication
skills
Managerial skills
Problem solving
skills
Creativity
Control (to be
an excellent

Able to take risks
Innovative attitude who is
open to new ideas and
solutions
Able to search and select the
key markets
Able to use marketing
communication
Able to work independently
Able to persuade others

Learning
Outcomes Units

Relate
d
ECVET
credit
points

Able to conduct market
research (with relevant
actors of health tourism)

3

Able to organize and
supervise marketing
acvities of a health
tourism institution
independently
4
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Activity
Areas

Activities

Tasks

3.1.5 monitor
and check
whether the
sale targets
are reached

3.2 PR
activities

3.2.1 organize
and supervise
PR activities of
the health
tourism

Knowledge

(competitors,
customers, business
partners)
Knowledge of
marketing psychology
Knowledge of relevant
chapters of
motivational
psychology
Financial knowledge
Knowledge of health
tourism management
Knowledge of the
concept and
characteristics of health
tourism marketing
Knowledge of
marketing tools,
marketing-mix
Knowledge of PR tools
Knowledge of health
tourism management
Knowledge of the
concept and

Skills

Competences

Learning
Outcomes Units

Relate
d
ECVET
credit
points

supervisor)
Planning skills
Sales skills

Excellent
reviewing
capabilities
Problem solving
skills
Excellent
analytical skills
Control (to be
an excellent
supervisor)
Organizational
skills
Excellent
communication
skills

Able to self-development
Able to effectively gather
information
Able to check and evaluate
Able to persuade others

Able to monitor and check
whether the sales targets
are reached

Able to take risks
Innovative attitude who is
open to new ideas and
solutions
Able to search and select the

Able to organize and
supervise PR activities of a
health tourism institution
independently

2

4
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Activity
Areas

Activities

Tasks

Knowledge

institution

characteristics of health
tourism marketing and
PR
Knowledge of
psychology

3.2.2 publish
the official
opinion of the
institution, if
necessary

Knowledge of the
concept and
characteristics of health
tourism marketing and
PR
Detailed knowledge of
facility services and
products
Knowledge of
interpersonal
communication and
interactions
Knowledge of
interpersonal
communication and
interactions

3.2.3 maintain
good
connections
outside the

Skills

Competences

Learning
Outcomes Units

Managerial skills
Problem solving
skills
Creativity
Control (to be
an excellent
supervisor)
Planning skills
Good overall
appearance
Excellent
communication
skills
Creativity
Cogent
personality

key markets
Able to use PR
communication
Able to work independently
Able to persuade others

Able to use PR
communication
Able to persuade others
Able to formulate his/her and
the official opinion of the
institution independently

Able to publish the official
opinion of the institution
independently

Good overall
appearance
Excellent
communication

Able to use the
communication techniques
effectively
Able to use PR

Able to maintain good
connections outside a
health tourism institution

Relate
d
ECVET
credit
points

2

4
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Activity
Areas

Activities

Tasks

Knowledge

institution

Basic knowledge of
psychology
Knowledge of the
concept and
characteristics of health
tourism marketing and
PR

3.2.4
represent the
enterprise (vis
a vis business
partners)

Knowledge of health
tourism management
Detailed knowledge of
facility services and
products
Knowledge of
interpersonal
communication and
interactions
Knowledge of basic
negotiation techniques

Skills

Competences

skills
Flexibility
Ability to
resolve conflicts
effectively
Problem solving
skills
Trustworthiness
Politeness
Good overall
appearance
Excellent
communication
skills
Flexibility
Ability to
resolve conflicts
effectively
Trustworthiness
Politeness
Negotiation
skills

Learning
Outcomes Units

Relate
d
ECVET
credit
points

communication
Able to persuade others

Applies presentation
techniques
Able to use PR
communication
Able to work independently
Able to persuade others
Able to negotiate efficiently

Able to represent the
health tourism institution
efficiently (vis a vis
business partners)

4
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Activity
Areas

Activities

Tasks

3.2.5 chair
meetings,
prepare
protocols,
drafts and
memos

4. Day-to
day
operation
of a
health
tourism
institution

4.1 provide
information
- Customer
service

4.1.1 provide
information
about the
services
offered by
health tourism
institution

4.1.2 respond
to guest
inquiries in
person, on-line
and on
telephone

Knowledge

Knowledge of the
concept and
characteristics of health
tourism
Knowledge of
interpersonal
communication and
interactions
Knowledge of health
tourism management
Detailed knowledge of
facility services and
products
Knowledge of
interpersonal
communication and
interactions
Detailed knowledge of
facility services and
products
Knowledge of
interpersonal
communication and
interactions

Skills

Competences

Learning
Outcomes Units

Good overall
appearance
Excellent
communication
skills
Politeness

Able to self-development
Able to persuade others
Able to use MS Office on a
high level

Able to take part on health
tourism meeting and
prepare the necessary
documents, protocols,
drafts and memos about it

Good overall
appearance
Excellent
communication
skills
Trustworthiness
Politeness

Able to search and select the
key markets
Able to use marketing
communication
Able to persuade others
Able to initiate a
conversation with
clients/guests achieving the
highest customer satisfaction
Able to persuade others
Able to initiate a
conversation with
clients/guests achieving the
highest customer satisfaction

Able to provide
information about the
services offered by the
health tourism institution
and achieve customers
satisfaction

Good stressenduring skill
Excellent
communication
skills
Problem solving
skills

Relate
d
ECVET
credit
points

1

4

Able to respond to guest
inquiries in person, online
and on phone
3
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Activity
Areas

Activities

Tasks

Knowledge

Skills

Competences

Learning
Outcomes Units

Relate
d
ECVET
credit
points

Politeness
4.2 prepare
health
tourism
program
packages

4.2.1 take part
in preparing
tenders and
corresponding
documents

4.2.2 ask
quotations,
collate,
analyze and
select the best
offers
4.2.3 prepare
calculations

Has a good knowledge
of the legal regulations
concerning the field of
health tourism
EU – law
Detailed knowledge of
facility services and
products
Financial knowledge
Financial knowledge
Knowledge of health
tourism management

Planning skills
Creativity
Precision

Able to effectively gather
information
Able to prepare realistic
budget
Good competencies of text
writing

Able to prepare tenders
and corresponding
documents

Excellent
analytical skills
Breadth of view

Practical task interpretation
Able to effectively gather
information
Able to search and select the
key markets

Able to ask relevant
quotations, collate,
analyze and select the best
offers

Financial knowledge
Basic knowledge of
accounting
Mathematical
knowledge

Numerical
thinking
Excellent
analytical skills
Precision
Planning skills

Able to effectively gather
information
Able to prepare realistic
budget
Able to use MS Office on a
high level

Able to prepare a realistic
calculation

3

2

2
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Activity
Areas

Activities

Tasks

4.2.4 prepare
health tourism
program
packages for
the customers

4.3
administrati
on

4.3.1 generate
reports and
statistics

Knowledge

Knowledge of health
tourism management
Detailed knowledge of
facility services and
products
Has a good knowledge
of the legal regulations
concerning the field of
health tourism
Knowledge of statistic
Financial knowledge

4.3.2 data
management
and safety

Basic knowledge of
insurance law

4.3.3 prepare
leaflets,
billboard and
information

Knowledge of health
tourism management
Detailed knowledge of
facility services and

Skills

Competences

Creativity
Planning skills
Breadth of view

Excellent
analytical skills
Tolerance of
monotony

Excellent
analytical skills
Tolerance of
monotony
Creativity
Precision
Sense of beauty

Learning
Outcomes Units

Innovative attitude who is
open to new ideas and
solutions
Able to search and select the
key markets
Able to persuade others
Good competencies of text
writing

Able to prepare health
tourism program packages
for the customers

Able to effectively gather
information
Able to understand reports
and statistics
Able to conclude from
reports and statistics
Able to check and evaluate

Able to generate reports
and statistics and conclude
from these

Innovative attitude who is
open to new ideas and
solutions
Able to use MS Office on a

Relate
d
ECVET
credit
points

3

Able to carry out data
management and safety of
an institution
Able to prepare leaflets,
billboard and information
materials

2

1

2
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Activity
Areas

Activities

Tasks

materials

4.3.4 check the
documents
and incoming
& outgoing
invoices

5. Labour
safety and
medical
regulation
s

5.1
European
occupationa
l safety and
health
directives
and its
annexes,

5.1.1 Keep and
maintain a
safe and
healthy work
environment
meeting the
European and
local

Knowledge

products
Knowledge of the
relevant market
(competitors,
customers, business
partners)
Financial knowledge
Basic knowledge of
accounting
Business administration
Mathematical
knowledge

Theoretical knowledge
of European and
country specific
occupational safety and
health directives and
annexes as a part of on
the job training

Skills

Competences

Learning
Outcomes Units

Relate
d
ECVET
credit
points

high level

Excellent
reviewing
capabilities
Numerical
thinking
Excellent
analytical skills
Tolerance of
monotony
Precision
Practical skills to
apply the
European and
country specific
occupational
safety and
health directives
and annexes

Able to check
Able to understand the
content of invoices

Able to check the
documents and incoming
& outgoing invoices
2

Able to keep and apply on the
job the required European
and country specific
occupational safety and
health standards.

Able to identify, contain
and eliminate the specific
occupational and safety
hazards
Able to elevate the issues
on the proper level the
occurred incidents and
safety risks

ECVET
credit
points
appea
r in
the
Sectio
nA
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Activity
Areas

Activities

and local
requiremen
ts
5.2
supervise
labour
safety and
medical
regulations

Tasks

occupational
health and
safety
standards.
5.2.1 check if
the technical
regulations are
upheld

5.2.2 check if
the safety
regulations are
upheld

5.2.3 check if
the medical
regulations are
upheld

Knowledge

Basic knowledge of
insurance law
Knowledge of
regulations and
requirements
Basic knowledge of
insurance law
Knowledge of
regulations and
requirements
European occupational
safety and health
directives and its
annexes
Basic knowledge of
insurance law
Knowledge of
regulations and

Skills

Competences

Excellent
reviewing
capabilities
Excellent
analytical skills
Precision
Excellent
reviewing
capabilities
Excellent
analytical skills
Precision

Able to check and evaluate

Excellent
reviewing
capabilities
Excellent

Able to check and evaluate

Able to check and evaluate

Learning
Outcomes Units

Able to check if the
technical regulations are
upheld

Relate
d
ECVET
credit
points

2

Able to check if the safety
regulations are upheld

2

Able to check if the
medical regulations are
upheld

2
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Activity
Areas

Activities

Tasks

Knowledge

requirements

Skills

Competences

Learning
Outcomes Units

Relate
d
ECVET
credit
points

analytical skills
Precision
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3. Section C – Specific territorial (national/regional) competences for the main professional figures
Several specific territorial (national/regional) competence areas for the figures
71

Hungarian Addendum
Activity Areas

Communication
in Hungarian

Activities

Communication
in Hungarian

Tasks

Communication
in Hungarian
within
professional
activities in
health tourism

Knowledge

Skills

Competences

Knowledge of
Hungarian
corresponding to
level B2 CEFR
(Common
European
Framework of
Reference for
Languages)

To use skills in
Hungarian
corresponding to
level B2 CEFR
(Common
European
Framework of
Reference for
Languages) whilst
exercising the
professional
activity

To communicate
in Hungarian
(min. level B2
CEFR -Common
European
Framework of
Reference for
Languages)

Learning
Outcomes Units

Communication
in Hungarian

Related ECVET
credit points

6
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Italian Addendum (Umbria Region)
Activity Areas

Communication
in Italian

Activities

Communication
in Italian

Tasks

Communication
in Italian within
professional
activities in
health tourism

Knowledge

Skills

Competences

Knowledge of
Italian
corresponding to
level B2 CEFR
(Common
European
Framework of
Reference for
Languages)

To use skills in
Italian
corresponding to
level B2 CEFR
(Common
European
Framework of
Reference for
Languages) whilst
exercising the
professional
activity

To communicate
in Italian
(min. level B2
CEFR -Common
European
Framework of
Reference for
Languages)

Learning
Outcomes Units

Communication
in Italian

Related ECVET
credit points

6
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Belgian Addendum
Activity Areas

Communication:
language
according to
regional
requirements

Activities

Communication:
language
according to
regional
requirements

Tasks

Communication:
language
according to
regional
requirements
within
professional
activities in
health tourism

Knowledge

Skills

Competences

Knowledge of
language
according to
regional
requirements
corresponding to
level B2 CEFR
(Common
European
Framework of
Reference for
Languages)

To use skills in
the language
according to
regional
requirements
corresponding to
level B2 CEFR
(Common
European
Framework of
Reference for
Languages) whilst
exercising the
professional
activity

To communicate
in the language
according to
regional
requirements
(min. level B2
CEFR -Common
European
Framework of
Reference for
Languages)

Learning
Outcomes Units

Communication:
language
according to
regional
requirements

Related ECVET
credit points

6
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Slovakian Addendum
Activity Areas

Communication
in Slovakian

Activities

Communication
in Slovakian

Tasks

Communication
in Slovakian
within
professional
activities in
health tourism

Knowledge

Skills

Competences

Knowledge of
Slovakian
corresponding to
level B2 CEFR
(Common
European
Framework of
Reference for
Languages)

To use skills in
Slovakian
corresponding to
level B2 CEFR
(Common
European
Framework of
Reference for
Languages) whilst
exercising the
professional
activity

To communicate
in Slovakian
(min. level B2
CEFR -Common
European
Framework of
Reference for
Languages)

Learning
Outcomes Units

Communication
in Slovakian

Related ECVET
credit points

6
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Romanian Addendum
Activity Areas

Communication
in Romanian

Activities

Communication
in Romanian

Tasks

Communication
in Romanian
within
professional
activities in
health tourism

Knowledge

Skills

Competences

Knowledge of
Romanian
corresponding to
level B2 CEFR
(Common
European
Framework of
Reference for
Languages)

To use skills in
Romanian
corresponding to
level B2 CEFR
(Common
European
Framework of
Reference for
Languages) whilst
exercising the
professional
activity

To communicate
in Romanian
(min. level B2
CEFR -Common
European
Framework of
Reference for
Languages)

Learning
Outcomes Units

Communication
in Romanian

Related ECVET
credit points

6
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4. ECVET Credit Points Recapitulation Table

ECVET credit points – Cosmetician
76

ECVET Credit Points for the
competences common to all
participating Countries
Section A – ECVET credit points related to common
European competences transversal to the professional
figures
Section B – ECVET credit points related to common
European competences specific for the professional
figures
Section C – ECVET credit points related to specific
territorial (national/regional) competences of the
professional figures
Total

ECVET Credit Points for the specific
competences of each participating
Country

Total ECVET Credit
Points

4

4

110

110

114

6

6

6

120
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ECVET credit points – Fitness-wellness assistant
ECVET Credit Points for the
competences common to all
participating Countries
Section A – ECVET credit points related to common
European competences transversal to the professional
figures
Section B – ECVET credit points related to common
European competences specific for the professional
figures
Section C – ECVET credit points related to specific
territorial (national/regional) competences of the
professional figures
Total

ECVET Credit Points for the specific
competences of each participating
Country

Total ECVET Credit
Points

4

4

50

50

54

6

6

6

60
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ECVET credit points – Health-tourism manager
ECVET Credit Points for the
competences common to all
participating Countries
Section A – ECVET credit points related to common
European competences transversal to the professional
figures
Section B – ECVET credit points related to common
European competences specific for the professional
figures
Section C – ECVET credit points related to specific
territorial (national/regional) competences of the
professional figures
Total

ECVET Credit Points for the specific
competences of each participating
Country

Total ECVET Credit
Points

4

4

110

110

114

6

6

6

120
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Appendix 2: Mechanisms for the implementation of the MoU
1. Rules and procedures to monitor and enforce the MoU
1.1 Joint governance committee
1.1.1 The Joint governance committee is established to facilitate the implementation of this MoU, to
oversee administrative processes, and to monitor the performance of all Parties who have agreed to
be bound by the terms and conditions of this MoU to ensure, insofar as it may, that any issues or
disagreements arising hereunder are resolved promptly and in a manner consistent with the intent of
this MoU.
1.1.2 The Joint governance committee will also monitor the processes to implement this MoU in an
effective and non discriminatory manner, and continue information exchange by whatever means
are considered most appropriate, including regular communication and sharing of information.
1.1.3 The Joint governance committee should meet at least annually or as often as required in order
to effectively perform its duties and assist in the resolution of eventual disputes.
1.1.4 Each organisation undersigning this MoU is represented in the Joint governance committee by a
minimum of one (1) and a maximum of two (2) Officers/Members/Representatives. The
organisations represented in the Joint governance committee are the initial contracting Parties of this
MoU and all the authorities and organisations which undersign it afterwards.
1.1.5 The organisations interested to participate at this MoU must undersign it and send a copy of
the undersigned MoU to the Joint governance committee, which will deliberate unanimously, during
its subsequent meeting, on the new adhesions to this MoU.
1.1.6 The organisations interested to the adhesion at this MoU have also the possibility to undersign
it without participation to the Joint governance committee. At this aim, the organisation must specify
this will in the framework of the sending of the undersigned MoU to the Joint governance committee.
1.1.7 The Joint governance committee is based, till its different decision, c/o the Applicant Coordinator of the ECVET - HEALTH-TOURISM project, Várnai Consulting Education and Labour Market
Service Nonprofit Ltd., Bezsilla Nándor u. 16, H-1158 Budapest – Hungary)

1.2 Meetings
1.2.1 At Joint governance committee meetings a representative of the host organisation shall serve
as Chair.
1.2.2 Meeting locations and dates shall be proposed by the hosting organisation, subject to
agreement by the others.
1.2.3 The host organisation is responsible for location hotel and meeting room arrangements,
catering, dinner reservations, Agenda, Minutes and, shall provide translation services when needed.
1.2.4 Face-to-face meetings require two-month notice.
1.2.5 Minutes must be prepared and distributed within two months.
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1.3 Finances
1.3.1 There are no fees.
1.3.2 Each organisation is responsible for its own funding.

2. Mechanisms for dialogue and administrative co-operation
The Joint governance committee will put in place mechanisms and procedures which will include:
2.1 To review periodically the concerned professional figures;
2.2 To establish the rules and procedures necessary for the application, evaluation and monitoring of
the provisions in this MoU. Member of the Joint governance committee will keep in regular contact
and hold meetings at least annually to review the implementation and effectiveness of the
agreement.
2.3 Acting as an information source for the concerned professionals within the participating
Countries.
2.5 A means for dispute resolution for the implementation of this MoU.
2.6 Additional tasks as determined by the Joint governance committee.

3. Regulations relating to nationality
3.1 Beneficiaries of the provisions of this MoU will be nationals of the Countries represented by the
Parties.

4. Revision of agreement
The agreement is ongoing subject to periodic review by the Joint governance committee.

5. Notice of termination
If any Party wishes to withdraw from this MoU, it will inform the Joint governance committee of this
decision by giving 6 months notice in writing.

IV.MoU Adhesion Signature
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Health Tourism: An ECVET process to put in transparency and
recognize across Europe the learning outcomes and the
qualifications of the professional figures in the health tourism
sector
Project acronym: ECVET – HEALTH TOURISM

MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING ECVET FOR THE EUROPEAN
QUALIFICATION IN THE HEALTH TOURISM SECTOR
MoU Adhesion Signature

Place:
Date:
Name of the organisation:
Address of the organisation:
Country:
Telephone number:
Fax number:
E-mail:
Legal representative:

Stamp:

Signature:

_______________________________
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Lifelong Learning Programme, Leonardo da Vinci
Transfer of Innovation
Project No.: 2012-1-HU1-LEO05-05823
Project title: ECVET – HEALTH TOURISM
WP6 - Pilot test on the enforcement of the Memorandum of Understanding MoU ECVET for the professional figures in health tourism

COMMON EUROPEAN MODEL FOR ECVET LEARNING AGREEMENTS
describing processes aimed to allow the recognition of the European qualifications
“Cosmetician”, “Fitness-wellness assistant”, and “Health-tourism Manager” and related
learning outcomes and ECVET credits in compliance with the Memorandum of
Understanding - MoU ECVET for the concerned professional qualifications and with the
National and/or Regional rules on transparency and recognition of competences and
qualifications in force in territories concerned by the Pilot Test

Model definition date: May 2014
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(National and/or Regional rules on transparency and recognition of competences and qualifications
in force in territories concerned by Pilot Test:


in Hungary: 2013. évi LXXVII. törvény a felnőttképzésről, 2011. évi CLXXXVII. törvény a
szakképzésről, 59/2013. (XII. 13.) NGM rendelet a felnőttképzési szakmai
programkövetelmények nyilvántartásba vételének követelményeiről és eljárási rendjéről,
valamint a szakmai végzettség megszerzésének igazolásáról, 393/2013. (XI. 12.) Korm.
rendelet a felnőttképzési tevékenység folytatásához szükséges engedélyezési eljárásra és
követelményrendszerre, a felnőttképzést folytató intézmények nyilvántartásának
vezetésére, valamint a felnőttképzést folytató intézmények ellenőrzésére vonatkozó
részletes szabályokról, 315/2013. (VIII.28.) Korm. rendeletet a komplex vizsgáztatás
szabályairól;



in Italy - Umbria Region, at national level Legislative Decree 13 of 16 January 2013, at
regional level DGR 1429 / 2007 of Umbria Region and its later modifications and
integrations;



in Belgium: Décret Communauté française du 22 octobre 2003 : MB 1.12.2003 (French
Community Decree of October 22, 2003), Décret Région wallonne du 13 novembre 2003 :
MB 23.01.2004 (Walloon Decree of 13 November 2003), Décret Cocof du 7 novembre 2003 :
MB 03.05.2004 (Cocof Decree of 7 November 2003);



in Romania: Legea educaţiei naţionale nr. 1/2011 cu modificările si completările ulterioare,
Legea nr 167/2013 pentru modificarea şi completarea OG nr. 129/2000 privind formarea
profesională a adulţilor, precum şi actele normative subsecvente OG 129/2000, “Procedurii
de evaluare şi certificare a competenţelor profesionale obţinute pe alte căi decât cele
formale”, aprobată prin Ordinul ministrului educaţiei şi cercetării şi al ministrului muncii,
solidarităţii sociale şi familiei nr. 4543/468/2004, cu modificările şi completările ulterioare;



in Slovakia: Decree of the Ministry of Education No. 282/2009 Coll. on Secondary Schools,
Decree of the Ministry of Education No. 318/2008 Coll. on Completion of Study at Secondary
Schools, Decree of the Ministry of Education No. 326/2008 Coll. on Types and Appropriate
Characteristics of Certificates and Other Documents including the Ways of their Registration
and Storage)
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GRANTED THAT
The project “ECVET – HEALTH TOURISM” is a multilateral intervention for transfer of
innovation (ToI) underway within the sub-programme Leonardo da Vinci of EU Lifelong
Learning Programme 2007-13.
The project is financed within the priority “ECVET for transparency and recognition of
learning outcomes and qualifications (LEO-TraInno-11)” of the Leonardo da Vinci ToI
projects, and as such it is aimed to apply the European tools and frameworks EQF and ECVET
to people operating in health tourism sector, particularly through the establishment of a
Memorandum of Understanding ECVET for the European qualifications “Cosmetician”,
“Fitness-wellness assistant”, and “Health-tourism Manager” defining these qualification
fields in terms of learning outcomes, mapping them onto the EQF via national qualifications
frameworks and systems, designing qualifications in transferable units of learning outcomes
with allocation of credit points, and by means of its enforcement (Learning Agreements,
Credits Awarding, Transfer Validation and Accumulation) through related VET programmes
with flexible devices for validation, transfer and recognition of learning outcomes achieved
in formal, informal and non formal contexts.
The project Consortium and associated partnership includes important representative and
VET organisations, and also SMEs, of health tourism sector at national, regional and local
level (in Hungary Várnai Consulting Oktatási és Munkaerő-piaci Szolgáltató Nonprofit Kft.,
International Wellness Institute Wellness – Fitness Oktatási Központ and EFEB Üzleti
Szakközépiskola; in Italy Aris Formazione e Ricerca Società Cooperativa; in Romania
COLEGIUL TEHNIC “TRAIAN VUIA”; in Slovakia Stredná odborná škola s vyučovacím jazykom
maďarským - Szakközépiskola), private association competent in health tourism matter at
national level (the Hungarian Magyar Egészségturizmus Marketing Egyesület) and also
European communication specialised organisations (the Belgian Diesis Coop scrl-fs). The
project is aimed to the organisation and realisation of the 4 fundamental steps of the ECVET
process:
- Phase 1 - Establishment of the European Partnership: to establish the correspondence
between qualifications (units and credit units) and the learning outcomes interested by the
transfer, as well as the evaluation, transfer and validation (units/unit parts), the project
partners, the social partners of health tourism sector and the public institutions competent
in VET and in tourism / health tourism matter at different levels of the participating
Countries have undersigned the Memorandum of Understanding – MoU ECVET;
- Phase 2 - Learning Agreements ECVET: definition and signature (by
employees/entrepreneurs/ trainees (“Candidates”) interested in the recognition of the
concerned professional qualifications, by related enterprises and by concerned VET
providers) of the individual Learning Agreements ECVET describing, in compliance with the
MoU, the training process in formal, informal and non formal contexts, and the related
ECVET credits to be obtained to gain the qualification;
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Phase
3
ECVET
Credits
Awarding:
awarding
to
the
involved
employees/entrepreneurs/trainees (“Candidates”), by the concerned VET providers at the
end of the training process, of the ECVET credits related to verified learning outcomes,
utilising Europass Certificate Supplement;
- Phase 4 - Transfer, validation and accumulation of the awarded ECVET credits in the
sectoral and territorial VET systems involved in the MoU, in compliance with national and
regional rules on certification ways and procedures, formal, non formal and informal
learning validation, qualification bodies.
The project implementation process has as yet allowed the definition and formalisation by
all the participating European partners of the Memorandum of Understanding - MoU ECVET
for the common European professional qualifications “Cosmetician”, “Fitness-wellness
assistant”, and “Health-tourism Manager”, describing them in terms of activities, tasks, skills,
knowledge and competences, units of learning outcomes and correspondence between
units and associated credit points (see Appendix 1 of the MoU).

IT’S AGREED AND ESTABLISHED THAT

1) The ’name of organisation’, through its skilled professional resources, will define in
accordance with the interested employee/entrepreneur/ trainee (“Candidate”) operating in
health tourism sector, precisely Mr./Mrs./Ms.... …, an intervention program aimed to put in
transparency and to recognise the already acquired learning outcomes, and to attribute, in
coherence with the above mentioned MoU ECVET and with territorial enforceable rules on
professional qualification, the related training credits and ECVET credit points for the
professional qualification of “Cosmetician” / “Fitness-wellness assistant” / “Health-tourism
manager” (to choose) in health tourism sector.
2) At the end of above specified intervention program, aimed to put in transparency and to
recognise the already acquired learning outcomes, the ’name of organisation’ will produce
an analytical description of the verified learning outcomes, in qualitative and quantitative
terms (units and units parts, and associated ECVET credit points), in coherence with the
above mentioned MoU ECVET.
3) The ECVET assessment and accreditation process implemented by ’name of organisation’
in the frame of this project, shall be considered as a pilot experience.
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ECVET LEARNING AGREEMENT (example template)
This learning agreement is aimed to allow the recognition of the European qualification
“Cosmetician” / “Fitness-wellness assistant” / “Health-tourism Manager” and related
learning outcomes and ECVET credits in compliance with the Memorandum of
Understanding – MoU ECVET for the professional qualification and with the national and /or
regional rules on transparency and recognition of competences and qualifications in force in
territories concerned by the Pilot Test.
VET provider/Skills assessment centre
Name:
Address:
Registry number:
Legal representative:
Candidate Person
Name:
Date and place of birth:
Address:
Telephone:
Email:
Citizenship:
Educational level:
Earlier acquired professional qualification(s):
Title of the training programme of qualification:
EQF/NQF level (if applicable):
VET provider/Skills assessment centre undertakes to assess the competences of the
Candidate, identifies the learning outcomes units acquired by the Candidate and undertakes
to prepare him/her for the vocational/professional examination. Candidate agrees with the
requirements, undertakes to regularly attend training organised for his/her missing learning
outcomes units, provide the necessary information and documents.
Based on the assessment of Candidate’s learning outcomes of prior learning made by
……………… (VET provider/Skills assessment centre), Candidate is exempted from the
participation at training organised for learning outcomes units assessed, validated and
recognised, and expresses his/her will to attend training for the missing
competences/learning outcomes in order to achieve European qualification “Cosmetician” /
“Fitness-wellness assistant” / “Health-tourism Manager”.
Date:
Candidate person

VET provider/Skills assessment
centre
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Annex 1. - Cosmetician
VET provider/Professional skills assessment centre
(Name)
(Location)
(Contact)
No. of assessment file:

REQUEST FOR ASSESSMENT
of learning outcomes
Professional qualification: Cosmetician
Qualification code:
Name…………………………………….. ID card number:……………………………..
Address:……………………………….street ……no…………..……city….. postal code
…………….. country
telephone number: ……………….. email: …………….….…..@..........................................
Please approve my participation in the assessment of learning outcomes:
No.
Learning outcomes of activity areas
Request for assessment
yes
1.
2.
3.
4.
5
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

no

Editing eyelashes and eyebrows
Facial hair discoloration, removal, depilation
Skin care due to its type
Massage
Fat reduction, strengthening muscles and subcutaneous
tissue treatments
Depilation
Hand massage
Pre make-up care
Decorative make-up
European occupational safety and health directives and its
annexes, and local requirements
Cleaning or keeping clean certain work surfaces
Cosmetic counselling
Registering
Business and economic in a business enterprises

I am committed to meeting the requirements for assessment, to provide the necessary
information and documents for the assessment.
Date
Signature
……………………..

………………………………
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Annex 2. – Fitness-wellness assistant
VET provider/Professional skills assessment centre
(Name)
(Location)
(Contact)
No. of assessment file:

REQUEST FOR ASSESSMENT
of learning outcomes
Professional qualification: Fitness-wellness assistant
Qualification code:
Name…………………………………….. ID card number:……………………………..
Address:……………………………….street ……no…………..……city….. postal code
…………….. country
telephone number: ……………….. email: …………….….…..@..........................................
Please approve my participation in the assessment of learning outcomes:
No.
Learning outcomes of activity areas
Request for assessment
yes
1.
2.
3.
4.
5
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

no

Provide information - Customer service
Referral of fitness, wellness and medical wellness services
Sales activities and health-bar operations
Data entry
Data management and safety
Report management
Preparation of written and printed material for internal
communication purposes
Cleaning and keeping organized, neat and clean the work
surfaces
CPR and First aid assistance
European occupational safety and health directives and its
annexes, and local requirements
Business and economic in a business enterprises

I am committed to meeting the requirements for assessment, to provide the necessary
information and documents for the assessment.
Date

Signature

……………………..

………………………………
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Annex 3. – Health-tourism manager
VET provider/Professional skills assessment centre
(Name)
(Location)
(Contact)
No. of assessment file:

REQUEST FOR ASSESSMENT
of learning outcomes
Professional qualification: Health-tourism manager
Qualification code:
Name…………………………………….. ID card number:……………………………..
Address:……………………………….street ……no…………..……city….. postal code
…………….. country
telephone number: ……………….. email: …………….….…..@..........................................
Please approve my participation in the assessment of learning outcomes:
No.
Learning outcomes of activity areas
Request for assessment
yes
1.
2.
3.
4.
5
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

no

Middle management tasks in institutions providing health
tourism services
Business and economic in a business enterprise
Planning, organizing the health tourism job groups
Human Resource Management
Analyze and evaluate the operation of the business
Carry out quality control activities
Marketing, sales activities
PR activities
Provide information - Customer service
Prepare health tourism program packages
Administration
European occupational safety and health directives and its
annexes, and local requirements
Supervise labour safety and medical regulations

I am committed to meeting the requirements for assessment, to provide the necessary
information and documents for the assessment.
Date

Signature

……………………..

………………………………
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Lifelong Learning Programme, Leonardo da Vinci
Transfer of Innovation
Project No.: 2012-1-HU1-LEO05-05823
Project title: ECVET – HEALTH TOURISM
WP6 - Pilot test on the enforcement of the Memorandum of Understanding MoU ECVET for the professional figures in health tourism

COMMON EUROPEAN MODEL FOR ECVET CREDITS AWARDING
to award the ECVET credits related to verified learning outcomes registered and transcribed
applying Europass Certificate Supplement, in compliance with the Memorandum of
Understanding - MoU ECVET for the new European common qualifications “Cosmetician”,
“Health Tourism Manager”, and “Fitness/Wellness Assistant”, with the related individual
signed Learning Agreements, and with the National and/or Regional rules on transparency
and recognition of competences and qualifications in force in territories concerned by Pilot
Test

Model definition date: July 2014
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(National and/or Regional rules on transparency and recognition of competences and qualifications
in force in territories concerned by Pilot Test:


in Hungary: 2013. évi LXXVII. törvény a felnőttképzésről, 2011. évi CLXXXVII. törvény a
szakképzésről, 59/2013. (XII. 13.) NGM rendelet a felnőttképzési szakmai
programkövetelmények nyilvántartásba vételének követelményeiről és eljárási rendjéről,
valamint a szakmai végzettség megszerzésének igazolásáról, 393/2013. (XI. 12.) Korm.
rendelet a felnőttképzési tevékenység folytatásához szükséges engedélyezési eljárásra és
követelményrendszerre, a felnőttképzést folytató intézmények nyilvántartásának
vezetésére, valamint a felnőttképzést folytató intézmények ellenőrzésére vonatkozó
részletes szabályokról, 315/2013. (VIII.28.) Korm. rendeletet a komplex vizsgáztatás
szabályairól;



in Italy - Umbria Region, at national level Legislative Decree 13 of 16 January 2013, at
regional level DGR 1429 / 2007 of Umbria Region and its later modifications and
integrations;



in Belgium: Décret Communauté française du 22 octobre 2003 : MB 1.12.2003 (French
Community Decree of October 22, 2003), Décret Région wallonne du 13 novembre 2003 :
MB 23.01.2004 (Walloon Decree of 13 November 2003), Décret Cocof du 7 novembre 2003 :
MB 03.05.2004 (Cocof Decree of 7 November 2003);



in Romania: Legea educaţiei naţionale nr. 1/2011 cu modificările si completările ulterioare,
Legea nr 167/2013 pentru modificarea şi completarea OG nr. 129/2000 privind formarea
profesională a adulţilor, precum şi actele normative subsecvente OG 129/2000, “Procedurii
de evaluare şi certificare a competenţelor profesionale obţinute pe alte căi decât cele
formale”, aprobată prin Ordinul ministrului educaţiei şi cercetării şi al ministrului muncii,
solidarităţii sociale şi familiei nr. 4543/468/2004, cu modificările şi completările ulterioare;



in Slovakia: Decree of the Ministry of Education No. 282/2009 Coll. on Secondary Schools,
Decree of the Ministry of Education No. 318/2008 Coll. on Completion of Study at Secondary
Schools, Decree of the Ministry of Education No. 326/2008 Coll. on Types and Appropriate
Characteristics of Certificates and Other Documents including the Ways of their Registration
and Storage)
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GRANTED THAT
The project “ECVET – HEALTH TOURISM” is a multilateral intervention for transfer of
innovation (ToI) underway within the sub-programme Leonardo da Vinci of EU Lifelong
Learning Programme 2007-13.
The project is financed within the priority “ECVET for transparency and recognition of
learning outcomes and qualifications (LEO-TraInno-11)” of the Leonardo da Vinci ToI
projects, and as such it is aimed to apply the European tools and frameworks EQF and ECVET
to people operating in health tourism sector, particularly through the establishment of a
Memorandum of Understanding ECVET for the European qualifications “Cosmetician”,
“Fitness-wellness assistant”, and “Health-tourism Manager” defining these qualification
fields in terms of learning outcomes, mapping them onto the EQF via national qualifications
frameworks and systems, designing qualifications in transferable units of learning outcomes
with allocation of credit points, and by means of its enforcement (Learning Agreements,
Credits Awarding, Transfer, Validation and Accumulation) through related VET programmes
with flexible devices for validation, transfer and recognition of learning outcomes achieved
in formal, informal and non-formal contexts.
The development and recognition of citizens′ knowledge, skills and competence are crucial
for their personal and professional development and for competitiveness, employment and
social cohesion in the Community. Applying ECVET Credit Awarding Model facilitates
mobility for workers and learners.
The project has as an object to facilitate the participation in borderless lifelong learning for
all, and transfer, recognition and accumulation of assessed learning outcomes achieved in
formal, non-formal and informal contexts of individuals who are aiming to achieve a
qualification. This will improve the general understanding of citizens′ learning outcomes and
their transparency, transnational mobility and portability across and within Member States
in a borderless lifelong learning area. The Common European Model for ECVET Credits
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Awarding in Health Tourism is focusing on achieving transparency and recognition of
learning outcomes of the following sectoral professions: Cosmetician, Health-tourism
Manager and Fitness-wellness Assistant. It is applicable for all learning outcomes which are
in principle achievable through a variety of education and learning paths and then be
transferred and recognised. This ECVET Credits Awarding facilitates the development of
flexible and individualised pathways and also the recognition of those learning outcomes
which are acquired through non-formal and informal learning.
ECVET Credits Awarding:


Awarding to the involved employees/entrepreneurs/trainees (“Candidates”), by the
concerned VET providers/Professional skills assessment centres as recognition of
those learning outcomes which are acquired through non-formal and informal
learning, a Competence Profile Certificate. In order to qualify for the professional
qualification “Cosmetician” / “Fitness-wellness assistant” / “Health-tourism
Manager” candidate needs to participate in training to acquire the missing
competences.



Awarding to the involved employees/entrepreneurs/trainees (“Candidates”), by the
concerned VET providers/Professional skills assessment centres at the end of the
training process the ECVET credits related to verified learning outcomes, also utilising
Europass Certificate Supplement;
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Annex 1. – Cosmetician
VET provider/Professional skills assessment centre
(Name)
(Location)
(Contact)
No. of assessment file:

COMPETENCE PROFILE CERTIFICATE
Professional qualification: Cosmetician
Qualification code:
EQF/NQF level (if applicable):
Name…………………………………….. ID card number:……………………………..
Address:……………………………….street ……no…………..……city….. postal code
…………….. country
telephone number: ……………….. email: …………….….…..@..........................................
………………………… (name of VET provider/Skills assessment centre) has assessed the learning
outcomes of the candidate and the performance achieved is the following:
No.

Learning outcomes of activity areas

Assessment result
pass
fail

1.
2.
3.
4.
5

Editing eyelashes and eyebrows
Facial hair discoloration, removal, depilation
Skin care due to its type
Massage
Fat reduction, strengthening muscles and subcutaneous
tissue treatments
6.
Depilation
7.
Hand massage
8.
Pre make-up care
9.
Decorative make-up
10. European occupational safety and health directives and its
annexes, and local requirements
11. Cleaning or keeping clean certain work surfaces
12. Cosmetic counselling
13. Registering
14. Business and economic in a business enterprises
Comments:
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Based on the above assessment Candidate acquired … credit points. In order to qualify for
the professional qualification “Cosmetician” candidate needs to participate at training to
acquire the missing competences in the following activity areas:
1.
2.
3.
.
.

…………………………… Date:
Assessor’s signature
Read and understood:
………………………… Date:
Candidate’s signature
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Annex 1.1 – Cosmetician Units of Learning Outcomes
Activities

1.

Editing eyelashes and
eyebrows

Learning
Outcomes Units

Related
ECVET
credit
points

•understand how to prepare the treatment and the
importance of adapting theoretical and practical
knowledge in the procedure
•be able to carry out the procedure
•be able to carry out the procedure
•be able to carry out the procedure

2.
Facial hair
discoloration, removal,
depilation

•understand how to prepare the treatment and the
importance of adapting theoretical and practical
knowledge in the procedure
•be able to dilute peroxide
•be able to carry out the procedure

3.

4.

5.

Skin care due to its
type

Massage

Fat reduction,
strengthening muscles
and subcutaneous
tissue treatments

•be able to describe skin assessment methods and
equipment
•be able to describe assessment criteria
•to be able to assess the skin and diagnose its condition
•to explain the terms tonus, turgor and why it is
important in the procedure
•be able to carry out the steaming procedure
•understand the importance of steaming
•be able to carry out the cleansing procedure
•understand the importance of cleansing
•understand the effects of the treatment and the
importance of adapting theoretical and practical
knowledge in the procedure
•be able to use the equipment and products
appropriately
•be able to carry out the treatment
•be able to carry out the treatment •understand the
effects of the treatment and the importance of
adapting theoretical and practical knowledge in the
procedure •be able to use the equipment and products
appropriately

2
3
3
3
2
5
4
6
3
5
8
1
3
2
3

6
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6.

7.

Activities

Learning
Outcomes Units

Depilation

•understand how to prepare the treatment and the
importance of adapting theoretical and practical
knowledge in the procedure
•be able to carry out the procedure

Hand massage

8.

Pre make-up care

9.

Decorative make-up

10. European occupational
safety and health
directives and its
annexes, and local
requirements
11. Cleaning or keeping
clean certain work
surfaces

Related
ECVET
credit
points

•be able to carry out the after care procedure
•understand how to prepare the treatment and the
importance of adapting theoretical and practical
knowledge in the procedure
•be able to use the equipment and products
appropriately
•understand the effects of the treatment and the
importance of adapting theoretical and practical
knowledge in the procedure
•be able to carry out the treatment
•be able to use the equipment and products
appropriately to provide pre make - up care
•be able to create the make -up with characteristic
features that suit the client's skin, style and needs
•be able to use the equipment and products
•be able to create the make -up with characteristic
features that suit the client's skin, style and needs
•be able to use the equipment and products
•be able to create camouflage make -up with
characteristic features that suit the client's skin, style
and needs
•be able to use the equipment and products
•be able to copy make-up looks and match it with the
style of the client
•be able to create the make -up with characteristic
features that suit the client's skin, style and needs
•be able to use the equipment and products
•able to identify, contain and eliminate the specific
occupational and safety hazards
•able to elevate the issues on the proper level the
occurred incidents and safety risks
•ability to check that health and safety instructions are
followed

2
3

3

4

3
2
5

5

6

3
5

2

3
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Activities

12. Cosmetic counselling

Learning
Outcomes Units

Related
ECVET
credit
points

•be able to give advices and information that suit the
client's needs
3

13. Registering

• be able to create/run a functioning registry of client's
files, equipment, tools, materials, products and
economical documentation

1
1
1
1

14. Business and economic • be able to use EBC*L competencies in practice
in a business
enterprises

2
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Annex 2. – Fitness-wellness assistant
VET provider/Professional skills assessment centre
(Name)
(Location)
(Contact)
No. of assessment file:

COMPETENCE PROFILE CERTIFICATE
Professional qualification: Fitness-wellness assistant
Qualification code:
EQF/NQF level (if applicable):
Name…………………………………….. ID card number:……………………………..
Address:……………………………….street ……no…………..……city….. postal code
…………….. country
telephone number: ……………….. email: …………….….…..@..........................................
………………………… (name of VET provider/Skills assessment centre) has assessed the learning
outcomes of the candidate and the performance achieved is the following:
No.

Learning outcomes of activity areas

Assessment result
pass
fail

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Customer service – provision of information
Referral of fitness, wellness and medical wellness services
Sales activities and health-bar operations
Data entry, management and safety
Report management
Preparation of written and printed material for internal
communication purposes
7.
Hygiene – cleaning and maintaining cleanliness
8.
CPR and first aid assistance
9.
European and local occupational safety regulation
10. Business and economics
Comments:
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Based on the above assessment Candidate acquired … credit points. In order to qualify for
the professional qualification “Fitness-wellness assistant” candidate needs to participate at
training to acquire the missing competences in the following activity areas:
1.
2.
3.
.
.

…………………………… Date:
Assessor’s signature
Read and understood:
………………………… Date:
Candidate’s signature
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Annex 2.1 – Fitness-wellness assistant Units of Learning Outcomes

1.

Activities

Learning
Outcomes Units

Related
ECVET
credit
points

Provide information Customer service

- understands the dynamics of interpersonal
communication
- understands and utilizes excellent customer service
requirements
- understands the fitness equipment operations
- knows the fitness equipment' purpose, operation
methods and points of hazard
- knows the general wellness services, their aim, the
processes and treatments outcomes
- knows the fitness and wellness products aim, method
of utilization, operations
- able to inform guests on facility related matters and
up-to-date information
- able to complete alone the process of pre-screening
via questionnaire
- able to input data into the computer system for
further evaluation
-able to communicate the adverse information to the
guests
- able to direct guests for further screening, or to a
specialist within the facility
- able to perform the evacuation process when
necessary
- able to utilize the telephone system perfectly and
timely
- able to perform excellent and targeted telephone
conversations attracting guests to the facility
- able to compose, write and execute e-mails or letters
in her competence level
-able to offer appropriate services for guests meeting
their needs in a professional manner
- able to communicate with colleagues and
subcontractors aiming the total customer satisfaction of
the guests
- able to raise the upcoming issue on a higher level
when necessary
- utilizes the operations human resources structure to
complete the tasks
able to offer appropriate services for guests meeting
their needs in a professional manner

2

2

2

2

2

2
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Activities

2.

3.

Referral of Fitness,
Wellness and MedicalWellness Services

Sales activities and
health-bar operations

Learning
Outcomes Units

Related
ECVET
credit
points

- able to communicate in professional manner in case of
any problems aroused
- able to find long term preventive solutions for the
problems aroused
able to carry out the physical assessment in a correct
manner according to the procedures- understands the
importance of the assessment and the importance of
adapting theoretical and practical knowledge in the
procedure
- able to carry out the motivational assessment in a
correct manner according to the procedures
- understands the importance of the assessment and
the importance of adapting theoretical and practical
knowledge in the procedure
- able to carry out the fitness services referral in a
correct manner according to the procedures
- understands the importance of adapting theoretical
and practical knowledge in the procedure
- able to carry out the wellness services and products
referral in a correct manner according to the
procedures
- understands the importance of adapting theoretical
and practical knowledge in the procedure
- able to carry out the medical wellness services and
products referral in a correct manner according to the
procedures
- understands the importance of adapting theoretical
and practical knowledge in the procedure
- able to carry out the cleaning methods according to
the procedures and HACCP requirements
- able to manage the inventory and continuously
monitor the status of it
- able to make regular inventory reports
- able to identify clients' needs for specific nutrition
requirements
- able to recommend nutrition supplements reliably and
accurately
- able to detect and identify food allergy conditions
- able to professionally execute sales operations for
merchandise and facility fitness, wellness and medical
wellness services

2

2

2

2

2

1

2

2
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Activities

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

Data entry

Data management and
safety

Report management

Preparation of written
and printed material
for internal
communication
purposes

Cleaning and keeping
organized, neat and
clean the work
surfaces.

CPR and First aid
assistance

Learning
Outcomes Units

Related
ECVET
credit
points

- able to execute sales transactions for membership
purchasing, renewal in a professional manner
- able to propose the actual offers to the clients and sale
the services products offered
- able to motivate the clients for membership renewal,
product or service purchasing
- able to apply the cross selling procedures during the
daily operations and sales activities
- able to utilize on high-level the computer systems and
office applications
- ability to utilize the CRM and database applications
- able to assess and maintain the workplace cleanliness
standards
- able to sustain an environmentally friendly operation
of the facility
- able to manage and manipulate raw data for internal
reporting purposes
- able to generate reports on key performance
indicators on regular basis
- able to operate the e-mail systems and perform the
necessary correspondence
- able to apply the business writing techniques on the
job
- able to operate the word processing software and
perform the necessary correspondence
- able to apply the business writing techniques on the
job
- able to operate the word graphic software and
perform the necessary design tasks
- able to apply the creative promotion techniques on
the job
- able to check that health and safety instructions are
followed
- adaptation of the required hygiene and safety
practices within service area
- able to maintain an environmentally friendly waste
management during operations
- able to perform BLS and CPR techniques in case of
emergency
- able to initiate the emergency phone calls
- ability to utilize the semi- or fully automatic
defibrillator

2

1
1

1

3

1

1

3

4

6
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Activities

10. European occupational
safety and health
directives and its
annexes, and local
requirements
11. Business and economic
in a business
enterprises

Learning
Outcomes Units

Related
ECVET
credit
points

- able to identify, contain and eliminate the specific
occupational and safety hazards
- able to elevate the issues on the proper level the
occurred incidents and safety risks

2

- able to use EBC*L competencies in practice
2
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Annex 3. – Health-tourism manager
VET provider/Professional skills assessment centre
(Name)
(Location)
(Contact)
No. of assessment file:

COMPETENCE PROFILE CERTIFICATE
Professional qualification: Health-tourism manager
Qualification code:
EQF/NQF level (if applicable):
Name…………………………………….. ID card number:……………………………..
Address:……………………………….street ……no…………..……city….. postal code
…………….. country
telephone number: ……………….. email: …………….….…..@..........................................
………………………… (name of VET provider/Skills assessment centre) has assessed the learning
outcomes of the candidate and the performance achieved is the following:
No.

Learning outcomes of activity areas

Assessment result
pass
fail

1.

Middle management tasks in institutions providing health
tourism services
2.
Business and economic in a business enterprise
3.
Planning, organizing the health tourism job groups
4.
Human Resource Management
5
Analyze and evaluate the operation of the business
6.
Carry out quality control activities
7.
Marketing, sales activities
8.
PR activities
9.
Provide information - Customer service
10. Prepare health tourism program packages
11. Administration
12. European occupational safety and health directives and its
annexes, and local requirements
13. Supervise labour safety and medical regulations
Comments:
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Based on the above assessment Candidate acquired … credit points. In order to qualify for
the professional qualification “Health-tourism manager” candidate needs to participate at
training to acquire the missing competences in the following activity areas:
1.
2.
3.
.
.

…………………………… Date:
Assessor’s signature
Read and understood:
………………………… Date:
Candidate’s signature
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Annex 3.1 – Health-tourism manager Units of Learning Outcomes

1.

Activities

Learning
Outcomes Units

Related
ECVET
credit
points

Middle management
tasks in institutions
providing health
tourism services

Able to manage a business enterprise of health tourism
independently
Able to prepare a mature strategic plan of a health
tourism institution
Able to prepare a mature business strategy and a
financial plan of a health tourism institution
Able to work out Bylaws/Organizational and operational
rules of a health tourism institution independently
Able to supervise the cashflow of a business enterprise
Able to carry out activities related to asset management

2.

3.

4.

Business and economic Able to use EBC*L competencies in practice
in a business
enterprises
Planning, organizing
Able to organize the workflow effectively
the health tourism job
groups
Able to handle and forward confidential information
according to the regulations
Able to cooperate in a team, able to work together with
the members of the health tourism team and sales
department
Able to supervise the day-to-day work of the health
tourism assistants
Able to maintain good connections inside a health
tourism institution
Able to motivate a health tourism team, assistants and
sales department
Human
Able to prepare a mature human resource plan
Resource Management
Able to organize a process of selecting workforce
Able to prepare contracts of employments
independently
Able to prepare job descriptions of employments
independently
Able to carry out activities in connection with payroll
management

5
3
3
3
3
2
2
3
1
2
4
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
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Activities

Learning
Outcomes Units

Related
ECVET
credit
points

Able to prepare the compensation packages of the
employees
Able to prepare performance reviews
Able to organize and lead educations and trainings.
5.

6.
7.

8.

9.

Analyze and evaluate
the operation of the
business

Able to understand and work statistical analysis with

Carry out quality
control activities
Marketing, sales
activities

Able to carry out quality control activities

PR activities

Provide information Customer service

10. Prepare health tourism
program packages

Able to organize and take part in monitoring activities

Able to prepare a marketing plan of a health tourism
institution
Able to prepare a sales strategy of a health tourism
institution
Able to conduct market research (with relevant actors
of health tourism)
Able to organize and supervise marketing acvities of a
health tourism institution independently
Able to monitor and check whether the sales targets are
reached
Able to organize and supervise PR activities of a health
tourism institution independently
Able to publish the official opinion of the institution
independently
Able to maintain good connections outside a health
tourism institution
Able to represent the health tourism institution
efficiently (vis a vis business partners)
Able to take part on health tourism meeting and
prepare the necessary documents, protocols, drafts and
memos about it
Able to provide information about the services offered
by the health tourism institution and achieve customers
satisfaction
Able to respond to guest inquiries in person, online and
on phone
Able to prepare tenders and corresponding documents

1
1
2
2
3
2
3
3
3
4
2
4
2
4
4
1

4
3
3
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Activities

Learning
Outcomes Units

Related
ECVET
credit
points

Able to ask relevant quotations, collate, analyze and
select the best offers
Able to prepare a realistic calculation

11. Administration

12. European occupational
safety and health
directives and its
annexes, and local
requirements
13. Supervise labour
safety and medical
regulations

Able to prepare health tourism program packages for
the customers
Able to generate reports and statistics and conclude
from these
Able to carry out data management and safety of an
institution
Able to prepare leaflets, billboard and information
materials
Able to check the documents and incoming & outgoing
invoices
Able to identify, contain and eliminate the specific
occupational and safety hazards
Able to elevate the issues on the proper level the
occurred incidents and safety risks
Able to check if the technical regulations are upheld
Able to check if the safety regulations are upheld
Able to check if the medical regulations are upheld

2
2
3
2
1
2
2

2

2
2
2
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POLICY RECOMMENDATIONS
The set of “policy recommendations” proposed by this document is addressed to the
appropriate sectoral and territorial decision-makers at local, regional, national and
European level, since having institutional competence or sectoral relevance on Vocational
Education and Training – VET, and on tourism activities: in other words, public institutions
competent in VET and tourism, and tourism social partners and professional organisations.
In fact, these decision-makers are key actors in the process of endorsement and
implementation at sectoral and territorial level of the results coming from the European
Leonardo da Vinci project “ECVET – HEALTH TOURISM”, focused on transparency and
recognition of competences and qualifications of people operating in health tourism sector,
applying the European tools and frameworks European Qualification Framework - EQF,
European Credit System for Vocational Education and Training - ECVET, and Europass
1) The European Union is supporting, by specific common principles and tools (in particular,
European Qualification Framework - EQF, European Credit System for Vocational Education
and Training - ECVET, European Credit Transfer and Accumulation System - ECTS and
Europass), the transparency and recognition of learning outcomes and qualifications: the
application of these principles and tools, by public institutions competent in VET and by
sectoral social partners of employees and of employers in the specific European territorial
and sectoral contexts, is very important for workers and trainees, since the concrete
possibility of transparency and recognition of achieved learning outcomes is a requisite to
allow an effective perspective of mobility beyond the borders of national (and also regional,
in the EU countries – like Italy - in which the legislative competence on qualification and
certification matter is attributed to the Regions) VET systems, the barriers to mobility within
a specific VET system and in particular across the economic activity sectors, the obstacles
outside the educational system and in particular those related to the recognition of learning
outcomes acquired in informal and non formal contexts.
2) Since the experimental application and implementation of the European common
principles and tools for transparency and recognition of learning outcomes and qualifications
are supported by the EU through specific financing instruments within the European
programmes (in particular, the Leonardo da Vinci initiatives within the Lifelong Learning
Programme and, up 2014, within the new Erasmus+ programme), it’s very important that
the public institutions competent in VET and the sectoral social partners learn from the
results of the realised experimentations, and also try to take part to these programmes.
3) Considering that the EU programmes supporting the experimental application and
implementation of the European common principles and tools for transparency and
recognition of learning outcomes and qualifications, are conceived to sustain multilateral
interventions integrating various kind of competent and interested public and private
organisations in different EU countries, the participation in these programmes requires a
networking approach, able to gather the relevant key actors: public institutions competent
in VET, social partners of concerned sector, and also VET providers (and, if the programme
allows interventions at academic level, public institutions competent in HE - Higher
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Education and HE providers too). Furthermore, if the intervention concerns a specific
relevant issue (as tourism in ECVET – HEALTH TOURISM) this networking approach needs to
be enlarged also to public institutions competent on the specific issue. Besides, considering
ECVET – HEALTH TOURISM project results, this networking approach could in perspective
involve the coordination bodies gathering the relevant key actors’ typologies in VET and
tourism sector at regional/national/European level.
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